’Unique olympics’ coming
By JOYCE YAMASHITA
San Jose will be the new site of a
unique olympic games this year.
Among the approximate 400
competitors will be a girl swimmer
who has no arms or legs, a wheelchair
weightlifter who can bench press 400
pounds, and a "sit-down" billiards
champ who can run 30 balls in a
game. There will also be a one-mile
race which has been performed under
six-minutesin wheelchairs.
The California Wheelchair Games,
a western regional meet, will be May
4, 5, and 6 at San Jose City College. It
is sponsored by the California
Wheelchair Association and San Jose
Parks and Recreation Services under
Therapeutic Recreation Services.
Games will start 7 p.m. Friday and
end 4 p.m. Sunday. Events will be
held on SfCC’s track, in the men’s and
women’s gyms, the pool and Pocket
Billiards, 2180 Moorpark Ave., and
Futurama Bowl, 5140 Stevens Creek
Blvd. There will be no admission.
Celebrities who will open the

Games ceremonies will be Australian
swimming star and Olympic gold
medalist Shane Gould, decathlon
gold medalist Rater Johnson, and San
Jose Mayor Norman Mineta.
The concept of the Wheelchair
Games began after World War II
when many war veterans came back
injured or paraplegics, according to
Steve Owen, SJSU graduate and
Games chairman. Championship
basketball games were started and
more events were added until an
international
olympic-type
competition developed, he said.
The six classes of athletes
competing in the meet include
quadraplegics (unable to move arms
or legs) who will be allowed to use
electric wheelchairs in their races.
Events will be swimming, archery,
billiards, bowling. slaloms, track,
darts,
frisbee throwing,
field,
weightlifting and table tennis.
Owen said winners will receive
Olympic-style medals and team
trophies. They will go on to a national

and a Pan-American meet in Peru, he
said.
Owen, who initiated the move from ’
Palo Alto to San Jose for the Games,
said the fact that one out of 10
persons in the U.S. in handicapped is
not publicized enough. The Games
give people a chance to do something
for themselves, he said.
According to Owen, the entire staff
working on the Wheelchair Games is
from SJSU, and Dr. Gloria Hutchins,
associate professor of women’s P.E.
and originator of one of the events,
has mustered 75 volunteers to help
with the activities.
The San Jose Spinners Athletic
Club (half the members attend S)SU)
are predicted to win many of the
events, according to Owen. Other
teams will come from Washington,
Oregon and Arizona also.
This year’s Games are oriented
towards wheelchair activities, said
Owen, but next year will be for
cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis,
muscular dystrophy and other
physically -handicapped persons.
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Strikers vote today
on bargaining agent
Some 500 non-professional employees are expected to be at the polls
today to decide whether the Hospital
and Institutional Workers Union
Local 250 will be their bargaining
agent.
After more than a month, the strike
of some 300 workers at San Jose Hospital and its affiliates, Park -Alameda
Hospital and The Oaks Convalescent
Home, ended April 12 when the Hospital Association of Santa Clara
County and Local 250 reached a compromise.
The union negotiated with the association for several weeks to get San
Jose Hospital to agree to a union election. But the association stood firm
on its position that the union had to
deal solely through the county -wide
seven-member association.
The April 12 agreement however,
grants the union an election but requires additional elections at four
other hospitals in the association.
The four hospitals include El
Camino, Alexian Brothers, Good
Samaritan and O’Connor. Elections
at these hospitals will be held May 9,
according to jim Bailey, business
representative for Local 250.
Bailey noted Wheeler Hospital in
Gilroy notified the association it is

Farm workers picket teamster office

Union pickets Teamsters;
calls for grape boycott
Community News Service
United Farm Worker supporters
picketed the headquarters for the
Western Conference of Teamsters
located in Burlingame last Tuesday,
charging that union with "ripping off
the farmworkers," in gaining contracts formerly held by the United
Farm Workers’ Union.
The contracts involved are those
the UFW secured in 1970 which were
up for renewal 10 days ago.
The contracts were signed by
growers and the UFW Union after the
five-year grape boycott. The boycott
included picketing.in the fields and a

consumer boycott which urged
people not to purchase table grapes
or wines made from grapes picked in
fields where contracts had not been
signed with the UFW Union.
About 250 picketed the Teamster
office in Burlingame including Jerry
Ramos, a volunteer worker for the
UFW Union office located in San Jose
at Edwards and Locust streets.
"The grape boycott is here again,"
said Ramos. "It is clear that the
off
ripping
are
teamsters
farmworkers."
Also present at the picket was Fred
Ross Jr. His father is alongtimesup-

porter of Cesar Chavez and the UFW
Union.
"No one has seen the contracts,"
said Ross, "Not even the rank and file
workers of canneries have seen their
contracts. We think the teamsters
should take care of their own
workers and leave farmworkers
alone,"
There have been arrests in the
Coachella Valley of picketers urging
workers to leave the fields where
growers have signed contracts with
the teamsters.
Last week many of those arrested
were released.

withdrawing from the association.
Bailey said the union will organize
that hospital in the future.
More than 300 of the 500 nonprofessional employeesculinary,
laundry and other service
personnelwill vote in favor of
union representation in today’s election, according to Bailey, giving the
union the necessary majority.
But Bailey said only one-third of
the necessary majority have pledged
support to the union at the four hospitals where elections will be held.

Business.
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Engineering,
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A minor change in the wording of
the council’s constitution eliminated
the chancellor from approving
amendments to the constitution.
Now, final approval will go no higher
than the campus President. (470
favored it, and 17 opposed).
Finally, a statewide Academic
Senator was elected, David K.
Newman, who will replace L. Gainor
for a three year term.
Dr. Charles Adams, chairman of
the Statewide Academic Senate, said
the campus is entitled to elect an additional Academic Senator.
Because enrollment had reached
20,176, the total numbers of seniors

will be lour. Three have been elected.
In a letter to the faculty, David
Elliotbchairman of Academic Council, said, "Since we were well into our
regular spring elections when we
received
this
information,
the
Executive Committee recommended,
and the Academic Council concurred
in its meeting of April 9, that we hold
a special election to select a fourth
senator in conjunction with the
statewide referendum on the ’new
Salary structure’ which is planned
for the latter part of the current
month.
"It was also decided that, due to
that, due to time constraints, for the
current year, the fourth senator
should simply be nominated and

Manager resigns
from Joint Effort
Wayne Nelson, Joint Effort
Coffeehouse manager, resigned last
Thursday.
In his letter of resignation to the
Coffeehouse Advisory Board, Nelson
said, "Due to unforseen personal
commitments and academic requirements, in the form of my family
and grades, I feel it is in my best
my
interest that I resign from
position as Coffeehouse manager."
Nelson added, "I feel that my assistant manager, Hector Lizardi, is
very capable of filling the position of
manager."
A.S. Pres. Dennis King commented,
"Wayne Nelson has been the best
Coffeehouse manager this campus
has ever had.
"He has kept a good staff motivated
against incredible odds, and kept the
Coffeehouse outside the realm of
politics."
King indicated Nelson has given
new life to the Coffeehouse and has
made new plans for its future even
though he knew he wouldn’t be involved.
"I’m very disappointed in his
resignation." he added.

King said, "Although I personally
had no say in his appointment, I have
been pleased with his work.
"I hope whoever takes his place
will do as well as he did."
Nelson could not be reached for
comment.

Convocation
on Friday
The 11th annual Honors Convocation will be held Friday to honor
over 790 Dean’s Scholars and 57
President’s Scholars.
Speaking in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 1:30 p.m. will be
Seymour Martin Lipset. On leave
from Harvard University, Dr. Lipset
is a resident fellow this year at Stanford.
A reception for scholars and their
parents will follow in the Student
Union Ballroom.
A limited number of guest tickets
are still available in FO 127.

’Does not rectify injustice’

Bunzel opposes quotas
The liberal tradition of equality in
America is undergoing a major
by
"absolute
transformation
equalitarians" who would give the
federal government "a dominant role
in shifting the emphasis from
providing everyone an equal opportunity to guaranteeing equal
rights."
So warned Dr. John H. Bunzel,
president of San Jose State
University, last week in his address
to the Better Business Bureau of
Santa Clara County.
He was the featured speaker at the
annual membership-guest luncheon.
In his address, Bunzel said society
has an obligation to provide everyone
an equal chance to fulfill his or her
potential.
But, he added, "The trend to quota
systems introduces into American
life the principle that opportunities
should be handed out and equalized
by assigning jobs on the basis of
ancestry, color or sex rather than on
individual achievement or the
person’s ability to handle the job."
Dr. Bunzel warned that equality
will lose its integrity as a concept
central to democracy if it is not
related to other humanistic values
such as fair play, even-handedness
and freedom of the individual.
"Equality does not have any

Academic council ends spring cleaning
Spring elections for the Academic
Council have elected nine members,
amended its constitution, elected an
Academic Senator, and found a way
to elect another Academic Senator.
The following nine Academic
Councilmen will serve three year
terms:
Helen RossKatherine Young
from Applied Sciences and Arts,
Paul C. BlakeRoger Chapman
from Education,
Gary L. AlbrightChristiane
Gustafson from
CookDonna
Humanities and Arts,
Howard S. Shellhammer from
Science, and
from
E.
Cook
Rudolph
University Services.
There were no vacancies from

Bob Millis, MSC physical therapy student, skillfully returns a table
tennis shot. Millis will participate in the California Wheelchair Games
May 4. 5. and 6.

elected at -large to serve a regular
three year term," said Elliott.
Nomination petitions were mailed
out and are to be returned to the
Academic Council office, Friday at 4
p.m.

Supplement
An election supplement containing the platforms and pictures
of candidates in this week’s A.S.
election is inside today’s issue of
the Spartan Daily.

meaning in a vacuum," he said.
"Either it can be coordinated with our
other cherished beliefs, or it becomes
a kind of verbal whirlpool into which
all other values are drawn, only to be
destroyed."
According to Bunzel, advocates of
quota hiring contend preferential
treatment for certain minorities is
necessary to make up for the wrongs
committed by members of previous
generations.
"I think this is a mischievous
argument," he said. "It means that
White people can be discriminated
against because of the real or alleged

crimes of White people of 50, 100 or
200 years ago. They are now to
become the victims of discrimination
not because they are guilty, but
because they are White.
"If they are, in fact, guilty, then
they should be punished as individuals rather than as members of
a group."
Dr. Bunzel maintained that
resorting to quotas will not rectify injustices suffered by minorities.
"That would not be much of an advance over the injustices of the past,"
he concluded.

Tunney proposes
Indian housing
Senator John V. Tunney, D -Cal, has
submitted a proposal to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) tha’ 38
dwellings on the abandoned Marine
Camp Antelope be converted into
housing for some 80 Paiute Indians in
Mono County.
Currently, the Indians are living in
sub-standard housing near Coleville.
According to Tunney the current
homes are"without insulation, sewer
facilities or a portable water supply."
In a letter to Marvin Franklin, assistant secretary of the Interior for
Indian Affairs, Tunney said:
"Just across the valley (from the
current dwellings) are 38 units of

abandoned Marine houses, maintained by the General Services Administration (GSA). Each home is
equipped with indoor plumbing,
natural gas lines and electricity...which would contribute
substantially to a minimum standard
of living for the Paiutes."
Tunney proposed the BIA
immediately submit an application to
the GSA for the housing units and
secondly, proposed that "if and when
some 720 acres of Forest Service land
on which the facilities are located
become surplus...the land should be
held in trust for the Paiutes."

A.S.voting booths open
l’wo voting booths tor A.S. elections will be open tomorrow and
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
A special booth will be located
between the Dining Commons and
Joe West Hall from 5 to 7 p.m. Three
other booths will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The booths will be located on Ninth
Street between the S.U. and the art
building, in the area between the SAL
and the old cafeteria, at Seventh near
San Carlos streets, between the
education building and MacQuarrie

Hall. and in trout ot Library South.
Once again the balloting will be on
computer cards. For executive and
at torneygeneltil spots the computer
card will have spaces marked with
numbers corresponding to the
various slates and candidates. A
separate sheet of paper will tell
voters which numbers represent
which slates.
Candidates for A.S. Council and
Academic Council will have their
names printed on the computer card.
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A.S. campaigns-six feet under
is student government still the
biggest thing on campus?" the
cute, visiting ex -Spartan Daily
reporter asked.
Now graduated and out in the
real world, she had served her
time on the Daily as a political
reporter in the spring of 1970,
during San lose State
University’s last great political
clash.
That year, long -locked,
bearded Mike Buck tangled for
the A.S. presidency with cleanJim
football-fratman
cut.
Ferryman. Both camps fought a
hard campaign packed with
promises and spiced with beer
parties and bandwagons. In the
end Buck won.
But the answer to the veteran
reporter’s query andthe cause of
her subsequent dismay was: "No,
student government isn’t that big
anymore."
Next question: "Why not?"
Student government seems to
be in a transitional stage, trapped
and
between stagnation
renovation. And that, perhaps, is
goodineffective but good.
Back in the days when the

Vol. 60
Ilk k
a I so spina
government game was big, motions of meeting, discussing,
everybodyespecially
the allocating funds and formulating
Dailygot into the act. A team of
an A.S. budget. But it’s a deadcrack reporters exclusively was end process. There is little input
assigned to cover elections, and From students.
news of the two-week race
And good indicators of that
ranked front-page headlines.
lack of input are this year’s
Compare, for a second, the student political campaigns and
Daily with student government. this week’s voter turnout. LowBoth are student services, both keyed is too complimentary a
Recently, a study prepared for
are student -funded and both try term for the campaign. On all the state legislature by the Palo
to interact with students.
levels, it was dead. Odds are res- Alto based Academy for
On the Daily, however, ponse at the polls will be the Educational Development, Inc.,
priorities have changed. The same.
"full -cos
a
recommended
immediacy of news and its impact on students compels the
Daily to try to report what’s
happening. This year, student
government just isn’t a top
priority.
There’s no effort to downplay
student politics, of course. The
political game plainly isn’t a
drawing card anymore.
Within the last year, student
government obviously has been
struggling to change. But despite
the effort, government is still in
that trap of not relating to
students.
The process of not relating is
nothing really tangible; student
government goes through the

Itudieni Student Union

Tuition fight needs united opposition

Comments

BART blame unjustified
"Last fatality for BART?" in the
Daily is indicative of what some
people use as excuses.
Certainly, it was unfortunate
that someone was killed by a
BART train. However, the rail
inspector’s job was to inspect
rails, and that was what he was
doing.
Considering that he inspected
the rails frequently, he should
have known the schedule of the
trains.
The BART system is no more at
fault for the man’s death than is a
bus if someone steps off a curb in
front of it.
Not that BART doesn’t have
serious mechanical problems,
because it does. But it was not a
mechanical failure of BART.
This so-called "act of God" is

Trade balance?
A lot of us get tired of picking
up items in stores with foreign
import tags. Our markets are
flooded with goods from Japan,
Italy, Germany and other countries abroad.
Yet, trade expansion advocates
claim that international trade and
expansion is the most effective
way to meet the demands of the
American consumer.
Peter Flanigan, assistant to
Pres. Nixon for international
economic affairs, claims too, the
open and equitable trade would
give many nations a vested
interest in world peace.
So it appears we have little
choice in the matter.
The Trade Reform Act of 1973
is obviously geared for further
expansion. It calls for a reduction
of trade barriers if other nations
are willing to lower theirs.
One purpose is to bring
exports, which totaled $48.8
billion last year, close to the import figure of $55.7 billion.
Among the bargaining tools
sought by the President is
unlimited authority to raise,
lower or eliminate tariffs, and
authority to retaliate against inequities imposed on American
goods.
In the meantime some people
are attempting to protest. Protectionist forces claim that imports
might be destroying many jobs
here at home and that industries
are feeling the pinch.
These arguments, however,
don’t cony much weight in the
face of public demands.
The rapid advancement of
Japanese goods and technology
are things the Americans find
hard to resist. And the price of
production is too enticing to
Ignore.
But under the consumers’
hunger, rising appetites and
cheap prices, we keep
wonderingwill we ever be able
to set a limit on our demands?
Peg Bennett
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typical of the cause of most accidents: the human factor needs
to be considered.
Ardie Clark

Letters to the Editor
KSJS potential
Editor:
Regarding your editorial on
KSJS April 9th, I would like to
second your support of KSJS
and your call to the university
administration for funding the
radio station.
Let me clear up just a few
areas where I think there are
Lorenzo
misconceptions.
Milam of KTAO wants to
originate his part of the
programming from Los Gatos,
and let the university originate
its own programs from here on
campus. Lorenzo does not
want to buy the station. All
Lorenzo wants is an outlet for
his programming.
He is willing to put out
$25,000 for buying broadcast
equipment in exchange for
broadcasting a certain amount
of hours each day of his
selected programmingbut he
wants the university’s studios
kept on campus for its use. He
is futher willing to locate
KSJS’ transmitter on a mountain property he owns.
Although KSJS is staffed by
students who receive academic
credit mostly, KSJS is a semiautonomous function of the
Drama Department. To that
extent much of the work done
at the station is beyond the requirements of the course.
The big question before the
Communicatioins Board is to
determine the functions of
KSJS that will serve the
instructional interests of the
university for all the
studentsand not just a few
who run the station. The board
must also suggest the financial
means to do it.
The instructional use of KS’S is justifiable. But it seems to
me there are further services
KSJS could perform. For
instance, Spartan sports event
coverage, live music concerts,
and general interest porgrams
for the students.
Although
the
Communications Board is ignoring
all but instruction in its
attempt to justify expansion of
KSJS, the university already
supports intercollegiate
athletics and even the
publishing of the Spartan
Daily (both of which perform
other services besides training
students or offering instructional services to all the
students).
Both athletics and the
Spartan Daily are valuable
pursuits. It is only that the
university will now have to

justify additional funds for
financially
KSJSneglected
for its life of 10 years.
As I see it the most important action the university
should take now is the commitment to the idea of a well run radio station. Even if the
financial means unavailable at
this time, the university must
decide if they see a future for
KSJS. If that is not the case
perhaps a more responsible
group should run the station.
I suggest, however, it is in
the university’s interest to
expand KSJS. The FM frequency by which KSJS broadcasts is a valuable comit is not a
modityand
privilege one can easily ignore.
Let us hope Pres. Bunzel and
will
administration
the
recognize the vast potentials of
KSJS and move with haste in
committing itself to those
potentials.
Brian Prows
Former KSJS station manager

Compelling illogic
Editor:
I have been approached by
numerous advocates on this
campus. Christians, Socialists,
salesmen,perhaps
even
journalists! ... They all use
the same outrageous
propaganda techniques!
They tell you that they want
to rap, but they mean they
want to persuade you. In other
words, it is an attack!
So you act as if it were a real
rap"Sure. I see what you
mean..."and the next thing
you know, you’ve been
converted to something. You
just wanted to be friendly.
If you are attacked, be
truthful. Tell him you don’t
want to be persuaded. Better
yet, go off on a tangent about
your own pet cause. Bore him
with your own compelling
illogic!
Of course, if you really want
to be converted..,
Ken Mohr

Step backwards?
Editor:
On the ballot this week is a
proposal to change council
representation from class level
to at -large.
Though earlier this year I
also presented a proposal to
change council representation,
I cannot support this week’s
ballot measure.
An apropos analogy is the
plan to change city council

representation to election by
districts. Such a plan has some
major advantages, the most
important of which is accountability. In the at -large
system at the city council level
there is no accountability. And
the same would be true of our
student council if they were to
be elected at large.
I reiterate the proposal I
made earlier this year, which
unfortunately
the council
would not put on the ballot.
I feel the best way to have all
segments of the campus
represented and increase accountability would be to elect
the student council members
by schools. It would insure
that parts of the campus community which year after year
have no voice on the council,
would be represented.
I understand that this year’s
ballot proposal is a step
toward changing representation on the council, but I fear
it is a step in the wrong direction. It is a step away from districting, and a step away from
accountability. I urge you to
vote no on this ballot measure.
Stephanie Dean
Upper Division Representative
Student Council

Credit where due
Editor:
Perhaps the two recent
stories "written" by Debbie
Teresi (President Bunzel and
Warren Faus) should also have
had the byline of the university
public relations office.
The stories were exact
copies of P.R. releases, for
which Mrs. Teresi was
awarded a byline.
I’m not against the Daily
printing P.R. flack, but when
credit is given the proper
writer should receive it.
Not only is a byline in this
case undeserved and
hypocritical, it is also bad
journalism.
Bob Melrose
Editor’s Note: The stories
written by Miss Teresi were
based on releases from the
public relations office, but
were not exact copies.
All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick.
WieeirseWISMIAPant
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pricing" yearly tuition of $2,041
for all California State
University students. Other more
"moderate" tuition rates of $25
per unit ($375 for a 15 unit load!)
have also been suggested. At the
same time, Nixon has impounded
funds for current financial aid
programs (over 4,000 SJSU
studnts on aid will be hit by
this).
The argument that a tuition
hike is necessary to maintain
financial aids is an attempt to
deceive and divide students along
racial lines. Reagan and the
trustees (the trustees being all
wealthy and powerful men like
Mr. Ridder of the San Jose
Mercury) are among the
strongest advocates of a tuition
hike.
At the same time, again, under
Reagan, state financial aid to
students has been cut substantially. Reagan, Nixon, and their
friends would like to see nothing
better than for students to fight
amongst themselves along racial
linesWhite, Black, Chicano,
Asian, etc.like dogs fighting
each other for mere bones. They
would like to see nothing worse
than for students to recognize the
situation and to work together.
The cost of keeping schools
open to third world, low income,
and middle income students is
more than the imperialist system
is willing to pay. All too often
students are merely disguised
unemployed who, when they
graduate, will not find job
openings.
So, the private corporations,

l’omment

who benefit most from higher
education, and who are the only
ones who can really afford it,
want to make sure that it is the
students who foot the bill, since
they don’t want to pay for the
education of the future unemployed.
Some say that it is alarmist to
be concerned about tuition; that
the liberals in the assembly will
block tuition. The RSU isn’t going
to cry "wolf," but we feel that the
danger of tuition and financial
aid cuts are a reality and must be
fought.
As a matter of fact some
liberals in the Assembly have
said that some increase in fees is
probable. Look at the example of
the foreign students: first, only a
small raise was instituted; then it
soon went up to $37 per unit! A
similar tactic will certainly be
tried on us.
A committeethe
A.S.
Educational Task Forcehas
been formed on campus and a
petition is now circulating
around campus. Similar committees are also being formed on
many other campuses.
It extremely important that
students on this campus join
together and make their feelings
known. We must unite in a mass
way with all the students on
other campuses who are facing
the same threat. Students on all
campuses in California need to be
organized and united in order to
stop tuition and cuts in financial
aids. Only by doing this can we
put pressure on the politicians
and be ready to respond effectively to this threat.

PSA gives you a lift?
I made the unfortunate, but
only choice to fly Pacific
Substandard Airlines (PSA)
home for the Easter break. As
usual, PSA overbooked the flight,
this time bouncing yours truly
and some 70 other unhappy folks.
It was nothing new for the
airline; they always leave a few
angry customers at the terminal.
The tragedy is a result of their
reservation planor lack of one.
When you call PSA for
reservations, they check off a
number on a working flight
manifestno names are taken.
When enough people have called
so that the working manifest is
complete, PSA tells the next
caller the flight is booked.
But, in reality, no one has a
reservation on PSA. When the
passengers show up at the
airport, they can buy their tickets
at the counter without any
reservation.
The agent will sell as many
tickets as people show uphe
has no idea of how many are
bought for the flight. Then as
passengers report to the boarding
gate, the flight director checks off
a manifest that has seat numbers
on it. When the seat numbers are
checked off, the flight is filled:
whoever is next in line is left
behindreservations or no.
How can they overbook the
flight? Considering the number of
agencies that sell PSA tickets, the
number of people who buy tickets
at
the counter without
reservations, the number of
people who were left over from
the last flight, the number of
people who entered the plane at
Oakland (the flight doesn’t
originate at San Jose), and the
number of standbys, overbooking
comes naturally.
So, no reservations are necessary. It’s first come, first serve
and to hell with you if you’ve
made reservations weeks in advance. If you’re not in line at least
an hour before flight time, it’s
dog-eat-dog.
On holiday weekends, it’s a
madhouse. Don’t ever bother
flying PSA standby because you
get no price discount and you get
only ulcers watching the folks

without real reservations fill the
plane ahead of you.
PSA ought to initiate a real
reservation plan regardless of
cost. They must figure because
they have a corner on the commuter-flight market it’s o.k. to
leave a few irate people behind.
But if the many people who were
bumped during the Easter planehunt fiasco are as put out as lam,
maybe some pressure will be
brought to bear against PSA’s
management.
By the way, the poor boarding
gate workers feel the brunt of the
angry left-behinders, but it’s not
their fault.
One of them handed out
business cards and asked those
who were bounced from the flight
to have three free drinks on PSA.
He also said arrangements would
be made to get another aircraft.
But it was impossible to do so and
the 70 yanked from the 3:25 were
first in line for the 5:10. I guess
that means that some 70 were
bounced from the 5:10 and so on
through the night.
In the age of modern jet
transportation, PSA keeps up the
tradition of the dark ages.
Gary Hyman
Layout Editor
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Three executive slates vie for top
Three executive slates contending for the top A.S. offices have chosen to
center their campaigns around three different issues.
Student Alliance ’7’3. composed of Steve Hughes. presidential candidate;
Paul Sepulveda. vice-presidential hopeful: and Dave Mayfield, candidate for
treasurer; stress greater student awareness of A.S. spending and program
funding.
The Community Congress. the MECHA (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan) slate, places its emphasis upon total community involvement.
Jessica Serna, the Congress presidential hopeful, together with Francisco
Guevara and Steve Hernandez, running for vice-president and treasurer
respectively, believe the student community and the San Jose community are
interdependent and should be treated as such by A.S. government.
The last slate running for executive office is the Leonardi ticket, headed by
presidential candidate Rudi Leonardi. His running mates are: Rick Marks
(vice-president) and David Pacheco (treasurer). They stress "responsiveness
to short and long term student needs."
The Leonardi platform states that student potential should be developed
within and outside of the campus through the aid of A.S. government.
All three slates do agree in their opposition to Assembly Bill 159, which
would make the $10 Associated Students fee optional.
Their approaches to the bill do differ, though. Community Congress
believes students should make up their own minds on the issue. The Leonardi
ticket thinks passace 01 the hill would noun the end ol student uovernment.

Finally, Alliance ’73 believes students realize the benefits of A.S.-funded
programs.
Again, all three slates favor continued funding of the joint Effort
Coffeehouse.
The candidates from the three slates come from a variety of backgrounds.
All have different experiences with student government.
The Leonardi ticket has the closest ties with the current student administration. Rudi Leonardi, 26, is the current A.S. vice-president. Co -runner
Marks, 24, is now serving as executive assistant to A.S. Pres. Dennis King.
and Pacheco, 24, is an A.S. councilman.
None of the candidates from the Student Alliance have been involved with
student politics at SJSU, but do have experience with student government at
San Jose City College.
Hughes served as director of student activities. Sepulveda was a two-time
A.S. president, and Mayfield took part in the judicial council.
The Community Congress slate was chosen out of the ranks of MECHA as
the members best qualified for executive office.
Miss Soma, 20, is the president of MECHA, Guevara is a former vicepresident of the organization, and Hernandez is a member of its cultural committee.
Each slate’s platform contains innovations they believe essential to SJSU
students.
Some of the Community Congress’ proposals are:

Lone candidate files
for uncertain office
As the only candidate for Attorney
General, Fouad Alkisswani faces
uncertainties about his opponents
and the office itself.
Alkisswani is the only candidate
listed on the ballot for tomorrow’s
and Thursday’s A.S. election, but according to Election Board
chairperson Carole Matthews only
Anthony Alaimo, a junior history
major, has filed as a write-in for the
office.
Larry Gonzales, who had his application rejected because he missed
the
filing
deadline, expressed
interest in running as a write-in, but
withdrew when A.S. council voted to
place an amendment on the ballot to
eliminate the office. However, A.S.
Pres. Dennis King vetoed the council’s action.
Alkisswani believes the office is
still necessary despite the current
move to eliminate it. "If she (attorney general Diahnne LaMothe,
who introduced the amendment) did
not do anything, it does not mean
everyone else who had the job would
be idle. The attorney general’s office
should be a liaison between students
and others on the campus."
Alkisswani is running as an
independent, and is quick to stress
the fact that he does not want to be
committed to a certain party. "If you
want to be affiliated with a party

then you must be only for them. I will
try to be objective."
As to other candidates for the office, Alkisswani noted he would like
to see competition for the office. He
said Gonzales has a right to be on the
ballot despite the fact his application
came in 20 minutes late.
P’94
A.,
IF

Fouad Alkisswani

Election ’73
Restructuring proposals

Student vote may change constitution
SJSU voters will consider two
amendments to the A.S. Constitution
in tomorrow and Thursday’s A.S.
election, both restructuring student
government.
The first, presented to A.S. Council
by A.S. Pres. Dennis King last month,
would eliminate any class divisions
on the A.S. Council, making all 20
members elected from the student
body at large.
It also opens the executive
positions (president, vice-president
and treasurer) to lower division
students. The spots have been
limited in the past to upper division
students by the constitution.
The council now has four lower
division, 11 upper division and five
graduate seats.
In presenting this proposal, King
cited several reasons in support of its
passage.
Under the present system, he said,
a student could be prohibited from
voting for himself if he is a member of
one division but running for a seat as
a member of another division. For

example,
a second
semester
sophomore running for council
would have to run as an upper
division representative, but vote as a
member of the lower division.
He also stated to the council that
class representation was no longer
relevant to student government.
King acknowledged, however, the
possibility of one class dominating
the council.
"This is already possible, however,
but eliminating class divisions
would make it more so."
The second proposed change in the
A.S. structure comes from A.S. Attorney General Diahnne LaMothe.
Her suggested amendment would
eliminate the attorney general’s post.
Speaking in support of her
proposal, Miss LaMothe told the
council that Title 5 of the state
Education Code, has virtually
eliminated all her duties.
Potential cases for the A.S.
Judiciary are to be handled through
the attorney general’s office, according to the A.S. Constitution,

Early student government

Dedication to social functions
By TOM SATER
The history of San Jose State
University student government as it
enters its 75 year anniversary, is one
marked by dedication to social and
cultural functions.
The first graduating class completing a four-year curriculum also
organized the first student body
organization in 1898.
"Hurrah for the Students’ Association! It is now fairly started and
with the efficient officers elected,
promises a bright future,"
proclaimed the Pennant in May of
that year.
The Pennant was a campus
publication predating The Normal
Times newspaper and its successor,
the Spartan Daily.
Harriet "Hattie" E. Quilty, editor of
the Pennant, was also the student
body’s first president.
The promised "bright future"
wasn’t one marked by grandiose
performance or large expenditures.
In 1909, a treasurer’s report set the
organization’s bank account at
$657.95.
In those early years, the official annual catalogue in repeated
publications, declared simply, "The
Student Body, organized with usual
powers and restrictions, is an efficient factor in shaping and directing student affairs."
It wasn’t until 1912 that the
organization adopted a constitution.

First A.S. president
was newspaper editor
A 1928 historian noted that "the activities of the student body were (in
1898) much the same as at present,
but its power and influence were
features which grew and developed
with the passing of years."
Before the turn of the century,
"numerous student societies were
sponsored by the faculty, such as the
Shakesperian Club, O.K. Club, Sappho Society, Young Men’s Normal
Debating Society, Allen Rhetorical
Society, Philomathian Society, and
Knowledge Seekers’ Society," an
SJSU professor wrote in the mid 1950’s.
The emphasis of club participation
by the college’s 1,000 students was

An evening child care center to enable students to attend night classes
and educational events.
Continued funding of the Women’s Center. as well as support for all
women’s organizations and groups on campus.
Extended health care services to include dental care for students.
Should the Student Alliance be elected, it would like to enact:
An "executive cabinet" to A.S. government composed of advisory
representatives chosen by students of each school to represent the school in
government business.
A commission made up of A.S. funded campus media to regulate funding
of the media, without A.S. government intervention.
The establishment of loans and grants to veterans with an emergency
status.
The final slate, the Leonardi ticket, proposes:
A revenue action program to distribute funds to the eight schools on campus for new programs.
A work -learn center to coordinate and fund internship programs in the
city to give students practical experience and credit in their field of interest.
A campus resource center to includes campus communication center and
a consultation agency to help organizations develop student programs.
The three slates have many other proposals and ideas concerning student
government’s functions. They will lurther discuss their platforms today from
10 a.m, to 1 p.m. at the Candidates Fair on Seventh Street.

reflected by the student body when it
adopted
a new constitution
arranging student representation in
activities rather than on class
division.
During this early period of its history, student government evidently
had the enthusiasm of the student
body as shown in the voting record
for 1910.
That year, 417 votes were cast from
a student enrollment of less than 600.
Realizing the constant financial
struggle of most students, the
student government since its inception pushed for a "Cooperative Store"
to bring goods to the students at
lowest feasible prices.
"A Cooperative Store (probably in
the nature of the Bookstore) was an
early dream, but the Board of
Trustees in 1899 refused to sanction
the undertaking, and so the
fulfillment of the dream was left for
later realization.- read a 1928 ac-

SJSU enters 75th year
of student government
count of Associated Students history.
"In 1922," it continued, "the
Cooperative Store was definitely established, and within a year had
proved itself to be not only a useful
adjunct to the college life, but also a
financial prospect which promised
future rewards."
The constitution adopted in 1923
established a structural organization
to handle expenditures for an increasing number of student activities. A Department of Student Affairs was created, headed by a Controller, and comprising all campus
organizations that drew funds from
the registration fees.
The Spartan Union, demolished for
library expansion in the early 1980s,
housed the Cooperative Store,
Bookstore, Controller’s Office,
Normal Times office, and all offices
connected with student affairs.
The student offices set up temporary quarters until the present
Student Union was completed in
1969.
Students, as much as they were
Interested in increased social ac-

tivities, did not become immediately
conscious of student government.
The Spartan Dailies of the period
between 1945 and 1950 gave little
attention to the activities of student
government. Instead, the Daily gave
much of its top -copy space to sports,
concerts, and student social
functions, including an annual
Spardi Gra.

Spardi Gra carnival
was annual highlight
The Spardi Gra was a spring
carnival, the social event of the year
for the teachers’ college of approximately 4,000, according to Mrs.
Dolores Spurgeon, professor in the
Journalism and Advertising
Department.
"All the fraternities and sororities,
which were very popular and active
up through the 1950s, had booths and
wore costumes at the Spardi Gras,"
she said.
"They let classes out for the day
and there was a lot of fun and
competition
between
the
organizations."
The Spardi Gras was traditional
until the early 1950s.
"After one of the Spardi Gras,
several dozens of liquor bottles were
found behind the booths, and the
(college) administration ended that,"
Mrs. Spurgeon said.
The student body experienced a
large growth after World War II with
the return of vetcrans. Enrollment
reached 3,500 in 1946, up from 1,500
at the height of W.W. II,
Fraternities and sororities had
been long-time institutions at the
college by the end of the war, but it
wasn’t until national sororities came
to the campus, followed by the
formation of the panhellenic council.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was the first
national fraternity to be chartered at
San Jose, Nov. 1, 1947.
"1948 came and went with no
reference to it being the 50th year of
student government," stated Buzz
Eggleston, a current A.S. communications officer, writing of A.S.
history. "Perhaps the lack of any anniversary statement is a comment
most fitting the period."

Recent revisions in Title 5 have equired that those cases go to the
college referral agent, Don DuShane.
In any case, Miss LaMothe said,
anyone who wishes to bypass the attorney general’s office altogether and
go directly to the judiciary can do so,

LI approved by the student body,
the attorney general’s post will be
eliminated on Julyi,leaving whoever
gets elected to the post without a job.
Both of these proposals require the
approval of two-thirds of the
students voting in the election.

Six slates among
Council hopefuls
Forty-five candidates will vie for 20 student council seats in the A.S. elections.
The six slates sponsoring candidates are: Third World Coalition, University
Students’ Party, Community Congress, Independent, Rainbow Party, and
Blue Ridge Rangers.
Nine hopefuls will fight it out for the four lower division openings. Mike
Switzer is the only candidate running independently in the contest.
In the race are Community Congress representatives Ruben R. Reyna,
Phillip A. Lara, and Miguel Morales.
USP is running Bob Myers and Sarah Janigian.
Albert Zamora and Tony Gonzales are representing TWC. Gonzales, an incumbent, has rejoined TWC after withdrawing from the party earlier this
semester.
’rhe 11 upper division seats will be contested by 31 aspirants.
Running with no party affiliation are Micki Corins, Tom Mounts, and
Darrell Shideler,
Representing USP are incumbent Ray Swain, Bryce Vradenburg, Sam
Engel, Bill Clarkson, Larry Ribal. and Wayne Morris.
Charles Jackson, Humberto Zamarripa, Julie Cogo, Charity koquero, Firouz
Sedarat, Michael Abraham, and Donney Shepherd are TWC candidates.
Also running on the same ticket are Julia Velasquez, Joe Ortega, Hamam
Hawari, and Leon Farley.
Community Congress candidates are Richard Pineda, Juan Vegas, Sunny
Madrid, Irene Serna, and Javier Diaz,
Rainbow Party is sponsoring Brad Wood, Clay Trost, and Cliff Hewitt
while the independent slate is offering Rich Blackman and Paul Hadden.
Rich Overstreet is representing the Blue Ridge Rangers ticket in the race.
The five graduate seats will automatically belong to the five candidates
unless a write-in candidate is successful.
Vying for the seats are Marita Grandovskis of USP, Fred Atton of the
Independent slate, Joseph Okon Inyerne of TWC, Arturo B. Quesada of Community Congress, and current A.S. Treasurer Andy McDonald, running
independently.

Daily election coverage
Spartan Daily coverage of the ’73
A.S. elections was coordinated by
managing editor George Rede.
All interviews of candidates and
subsequent stories were done by
staff reporters Mike Becker, Debbie
Block, Clark Brooks, Lou Covey. Lee
Dickason, Joanne Gribble, Peter
Howard, Tom Sater, and Ed Sessler.
Individually -written guest room

articles appear for those A.S. Counc
and Academic Council candidates
who were not interviewed as
members of a slate.
Numerous candidates for both
councils failed to meet deadlines for
submission of their articles and, as a
result, their guest rooms do not
appear.

11 students seek
Academic Council
The odds of an Academic Council candidate getting elected in the A.S. elections are favorable. Eleven students are vying for eight seats.
The elected student members will join 52 appointed faculty members in
formulating and recommending school policy to Pres. John H. Bunzel, Dr.
Bonzel makes the final decisions in all cases.
All student candidates are individually elected. Five are party affiliates.
The remaining six, including two incumbents, are unattached.
David Hunt and Robert Griffin are the two incumbents. ’rhe former is a 24year-old senior in civil engineering. Griffin, 30, is a New College senior.
Jack Meiss, Tim Fitzgerald, Frank Oliver and Phillip Martin are non -affiliates seeking a first term. Meiss, 26, is a political science major doing
graduate work in urban planning.
Fitzgerald, a 27-year-old graduate student in economics, has previous
experience as A.S. treasurer. Oliver. 21, is a junior majoring in political
science, and Martin. 23, is a senior in behavioral science.
Steve Sanders and John Adkisson have formed the Reform Ticket and are its
only members. Adkisson is a 21 -year-old radio-TV major.
Sanders, 20, is a junior majoring in political science. He ran for vicepresident on the Stan Caress ticket last year. He has also served as a community liaison, appointed by A.S.
Paul Escoe, Bob Wood and Linda Coffin are members of the Student
Alliance, the party affiliated with Steve Hughes’ executive slate.
Ms. Coffin, the lone femal candidate, is a 21 -year-old biology major. Wood,
also 21, is a junior political science major. F:scoe. 22, is a junior majoring in
political science, too.
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Executive Office Slates
Alliance wants budget disclosures

Steve Hughes
Student Alliance ’73

1. Budget. We believe that the
student community does not have
an adequate knowledge of the
allocations of student funds.
2. We propose to supply every
member of the student community
with
periodic
explanations of student funding,
allocations and a condensed
progress report.
3. To provide every member of
the student community with a
copy of the A.S. line item budget
at time of registration.
4. We promise to lift the
current veil of secrecy from
student government and operate
an open administration with
greater student input.
5. Student government and the
control of the press.We propose
a separation of student
government and the campus
media. The process by which this
will be accomplished is a plan
whereby a percentage of the
student service fee by directed to
a commission staffed and
regulated by representatives of

the different campus media. By
the enactment of this program of
campus media funding, we will
alleviate the sporadic intervention of student government on
free speech of the press.
6. We will propose the establishment of loans and grants
to veterans with an emergency
status.
7. We will work for increased
fiscal support for the Joint Effort
Coffee House.
8. More student input. We will
establish an executive cabinet, its
function being to advise the A.S.
President on campus matters and
off campus matters. Also their
function will be to inform and advise the executive on State policy
affecting the campus community.
Their main function is acting as
an Ombudsman between the
students and the student
government.
Steve Hughes, President
Paul Sepulveda, Vice President
Dave Mayfield, Treasurer

Leonardi: government is service
The goal of the Leonardi Ticket
is to be responsive to student
needs. A.S. government should be
and work to
a service to at
create an environment that will
enhance the development of
student potential.
It is towards this goal that we
propose a Revenue Action
Program IR.A.P.) to distribute
funds to the various schools of
the University to encourage,
administer
and
develop
and
vocational
educational,
cultural programs. The Leonardi
Ticket sees a need for a Work
Learn Center to co-ordinate
internship programs in city, community, and the business sector
to enable students to receive
college credit for gaining
experience in their specialized
field of interest. We realize that a
campus resource center is necescampus
help
sary
to
organizations develop and implement programs and provide
information and services outlet
tor night students. We recognize a

need for student enterprises on
campus such as a bike repair shop
and rental agency owned and
operated by students.
Since the campus is not an
isolated entity, A.S. government
should seek out representation on
the local, county, state and
national levels and serve as a
vehicle for the protection of
student rights and needs. We
propose a city lobbyist as the first
step towards this end.
We have been working to
prevent further increases in fees
and tuition, and cutbacks in
financial aid. Our experience in
all areas of campus community
and A.S. activities demonstrate
to you our ability to achieve our
goal: RESPONSIVENESS TO
STUDENT NEEDS. We have
been working towards this end
and when elected will continue to
do so. Vote this Wednesday and
Thursday.
Rudi Leonardi, President
Rick Marks, Vice President
Dave Pacheco, Treasurer

Rudi Leonardi
The Leonardi Ticket

Congress eyes total community
Recognizing that there is a
student community, it is essential
that student government be
aware and sensitive to student
needs and problems.

Jessica Serna
Community Congress

The student community does
have unique problems and
if
However,
characteristics.
examined closely we find that
there are many similarities
between the student community
and the community as a whole.
Underemployment, lack of adequate health care and a shortage
of low cost housing are problems
common to both the students and
the residents of the area outside
the college. We must consider the
campus as a "community
within a community."
We the Community Congress
plan to approach crucial
problems such as the ones
threatening the mere existence
and survival of students at large
on this campus. For example,
there is a legislative bill before
the state legislature that if passed
would require a $25 per unit
tuition. As a Community
Congress we see it not as a campus problem alone but see the
parents of high school and
children at large affected.

Problems faced by students can
only come about through student
alternatives and community support, existing only by solid communications with the larger community. This will be our number
one avenue in seeking solutions.
and community
Student
solidarity is the main difference
between our platform and the
other platforms before you. We
view our course as the hardest to
accomplish, but we also view it as
the only effective one.
Jessica Serna is presently
president of MECHA. Vicepresidential candidate Francisco
Guevara is a student from New
College, majoring in political
economy and is research assistant for county supervisor Dom
Cortese. Treasurer candidate
Esteban Hernandez is a pre-law
major and member of MECHA.
Community Congress plans to
implement: an evening care
center for night students and
commuters, extend medical
services to include dental care,
put more student government
money into finding jobs for
graduating students.
Jessica Serna, President
Francisco Guevara, Vice Pres.
Steve Hernandez, Treasurer
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A.S. Council candidates
’State has excess power’

A.S.Council guest rooms
MICKI CONS
No affiliation
Alter allowing at udent minty’ actions over the last
so years I led l it is imperative that the council realize
that in function should be not only to represent the
udents but to provide services tor them
I am a senior political science nisior and have
attended CSIISI for lour years. 011en students in parte
it the camps. are not mare of the services and
programs provided by the A S and do not teal that their
inIxests are considered troll of council’s actions
It is important that no one group dominate any part at
student government It should represent the students,
ill of the students. not lust nne segment It should aid In
argentin a direction. both social and polttical, for the
campus
It is I or them reasons that I am running or student
councilIn represent you: end provide the services and
programs you need.
Saito. 22

LIAltitELL
No
A .20- year- old P01111,11 ni irnir mato, I ant a
thilate or an upper,lis won student molt il seat I am
urrenll )aittir in seritiror,aoiaattortoiiniumpusanit
am
the
Model
I; nited
chairman 01
National
oreanizetion Having hero ins Ned with many of the
ommunity nem/rains. I know the nerds and oanlsnt he
student population
It elected. I look to keep student movernment res
lumen, tit the student Spei I al lunding protects would
not be given ilot sums hut would helplund themselves
hrough the aol and a,li ice of student ’government.
Programming would again look In the total campus
populattun and attempt to lull ill all student desires. The
main point, es seen by in ysell. would be a responsible
government willing to keep within campus limits and 10
lake into account all student needs.
junior. SO
Political Solace

Political Science

Lone Ranger seeks
A.S. Council position
As the sole candidate of the Blue
Ridge Rangers, Rich Overstreet, 21,
and a former A.S. Council member,
(1971-72) is again running for a council seat as "an alternative to big ticket politics."
Overstreet, a business major who
is serving this year as assistant to
A.S. Treasurer Andy McDonald, said
he started his Blue Ridge Rangers
party with a "desire to bring new life
into the A.S." through "people,
programs, and progress."
"The A.S. has one purpose and that
is to serve its members," Overstreet
stated. "If it doesn’t, it has no right to
exist."
Overstreet favors a council that is
made up not of one political party but
"a little of each." Such a council
would serve students best, he
claimed.
"Students pay for A.S. Outside
political causes should remain outside," Overstreet said.
He did not elaborate on this except
to say:
"Money has been allocated (by
council) for political causes and been
squandered in some instances. That
is a matter of public record."
Overstreet’s proposals include:
of the A.S.
An expansion
Program Board "that would turn it
into an independent body" .so that
programs could become self-supporting.
An expanded bike rack program.
"The idea of a bike rack is a good
one," he said, but needs to be turned
into more of a "participatory"
program.
A study of student sentiment
over the heavy influx of board and
care residents into the campus area.
"We have a problem in apathy and
the way to solve that is to start doing
things that are pleasing to students,"
Overstreet noted.
"We want to see everyone win in
this election."

Rich Overstreet

TWC eyes student control of money
Stressing
the importani.e ol
student control of student money are
the Third World Coalition candidates
for A.S. council.
San Jose State University Pres.
John Bunzel and the state now have
too much power in student financial
allocations, said TWC incumbent
Tony Gonzales.
Gonzales and Albert Zamora are
bidding for lower division council
seats.
Running for upper division seats
are Charles Jackson, Huberto
Zamarripa, Julie Cogo, Charity Roquero. Firouz Sedarat, and Michael
Abraham.
Also in that race are Julia Velasquez, Joe Ortega. Hamam Hawari,
and Leon Farley.
TWC candidate for a council
graduate post is Joseph Okon
I nyerne.
Greg English, TWC campaign
manager and current TWC council
member, said his party is opposed to
Assembly Bill 159 which makes the
mandatory $10 student fee optional.
TWC believes, however, that
ideally the state should fund all
student affairs, he stated.
English said TWC proposes to
divide the student fee equally
between student activities funding
and instructionally related programs
funding.
Other TWC stands on campus issues include:
Giving "financial and moral support" to such student services as the
child care center, the Women’s
Center. educational programs, the
consumer switchboard, and the
alternative media center.
Agreement with A.S. Pres. Dennis King’s amendment which would
eliminate all class divisions in the
student council.

’Widening tile touticil seats tit,
having dormitory students as voting
council members. .....he dorm
students are the strongest supporters
of student activities and represent
diverse interests." Gonzales said.
Endorsing proposals for the
closing of Ninth Street between San
Fernando and San Carlos Streets.

-This 0..m1,1 make the 1011111111IS more
of a unit." Gonzales stated.
Acting against the hiking of
student tuition fees, including all
foreign fees. Three TWC candidates
are foreign students.
TWC also takes stands on a
number of national -international issues.

he t dinitus Is ton III d
and these diverse issues come before
the student council." English said.
He emphasized that the TWC supports the rights of the American Indians, women, and the farm workers.
TWC calls for amnesty for all draft
evaders and deserters, English said.

nate Newton

A newly-I ormed TWC seeks to fill 10 seats on A.S. Council Ito R: (front row)
Tony Gonzales, Debby Castillo (write-in), Humberto Zamarripa. Leon Farley,
Julie Cogo, Joe Ortega; (back row) Charity Roquero, Joseph Okon lnyerne,
Albert Zamora.

Third World
Coalition

’Community needs united effort’
MECHA, (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan) under the auspices of Community Congress, is running a slate of 11 candidates for A.S.
Council.
Twenty seats are up for grabs
which are divided .into three
categories: graduate, upper and
lower division.
Running on the Congress slate for
the four openings in the lower
division category are Phillip Uwe,
Ruben Reyna, Miguel Morales and
Becky Sanchez, a write-in candidate.
Lara, 23, a business administration
major, is a consultant to the president
of the Chicano Business Association.
Rubin, 25, is a director of the Pinto
Community Center, a halfway house
for prisoners returning to college.

Morales, 29, was the founder of the
Pinto Center.
Vying for the 11 upper division
seats are six candidates from the
Congress.
Juan Vegas, 21, an administration
of justice major, is a former A.S. vicepresident of San Joaquin Delta
College in Stockton. He is also vicechairman of MECHA.
Irene Serna, 20, a social welfare
and psychology double major, is a
MECHA member and is involved in
San Jose’s school board campaign.
Richard Pineda. 26, a political
science major, was student body
president at San Joaquin Delta
College and also served on the Board
of Governors for California junior
Colleges.

Isabel Majera. 21, is a write in canVicedidate. She is a former
President of the Chicano Art Association. She is an art major.
Sunny Madrid. 26, is the founder of
Partido de La Raze Unida in San Jose.
The final upper division candidate
on the Congress ticket is Javier Diaz.
Five posts are open in the graduate
division. Community Congress’ only
member running for one of these
positions is Arturo Quesada, 24, who
has a B.A. from San Francisco State
University in Latin American History. He is a first year student in the

Mexican American Graduate Studies
department.
Community Congress’ platform
was developed by the members of the
slate in conjunction with the
executive slate headed by Jessica
Serna.
They believe the campus community can not separate itself from
the total community. According to
their platform, "many things which
control or affect students, such as
rent, health services, tuition, and
pollution, can better be managed
through a united effort at both

students and community people."
Pineda, serving as the slate’s
spokesman, said one of their responsibilities. if elected, would be to
inmore student
encourage
volvement. He said that by getting information out to students through
better publicity, more students
would become actively involved.
Other concerns of the Congress are
the establishment of an evening child
care center, extended health care
services to include dental care, and
active support for all campus
women’s organizations.

Independent Party questions
council’s financial priorities
A revamping of funding priorities
is in order, according to A. S. Council
candidates Rick Blackman and Paul
Haddon.
Business
The
pair, both
Management majors, seek upper
division representative seats on the
council and advocate a widespread
allocation of monies.
Running
together as the
Independent Party, the pair will "try
to fund as many groups on campus as
possible," according to Blackman, a
25-year-old senior.
"Everybody contributes to the A.S.
general fund and we’ll try to fund
more groups on campus than was
done this year," Blackman said.
Blackman, an unsuccessful council
candidate in Spring ’70, was an assistant to the A.S. treasurer during
he 1970-71 school year.
He joined with Haddon, a 19-yearold sophomore, to form the
Independent Party, which would
have had a third member had he not
missed the filing deadline.
"We don’t feel we represent any
particular interest group," Blackman
said, "so we chose the name
Independent."
Both Blackman and Haddon are
critical of the present council and
assert. "We thought some funding
priorities had been mismanaged. The
spending, in some respects, was
irresponsible.

Hanging out at the polls
Student voters may cast their ballot at any one of six booths either today or
tomorrow. Results will be made available Friday.

"It should be only on rare occasions
when a $10,000 grant should be made
to one group." Blackman said.

;

Community
Six

election

voting

1

’

MECHA is sponsoring an A.S. Council slate comprised of Irene
Congress Serna, Richard Plneda, Arturo Ouesada, Isabel Najera, and Juan Vegas.

areas

I imuiri thus 11111 Thursday when till
voters go to the polls for the A.S
election, there will be live stationary
booths and one which will be moved
to different locations around the
dormitory area.
Two will be located outside the
Student Union, one on Seventh Street
near San Carlos Street. one in front of
the Library, and the other in front of
the Education Building on San Carlos
Street.
The booth near the dorms will be
set up outside the Dining Commons
near West Hall during dinner
between 5:30 anil 7 p.m.

King bucks old tradition,

withholds endorsement
In the past, student body
presidents have endorsed their
favorite candidates in the spring
elections.
This year. however, A.S. president
Dennis King has declined to endorse
any candidate.
"This is tentative," King said
Friday. "I’m not endorsing anybody
at this time, but I may decide to as the
election progresses." he added.
King slated he probably would not

endorse any candidate unless any of
his major programs were attacked.
"So far this hasn’t happened." King
said.
While King commented he has
preferences. he refused to elaborate.
Members of the Third World
Coalition have also ref used to endorse any presidential candidate.

Twc council member Tony Gonzales

explained. "We have talked about it
and have decided not to swing behind
anyone."
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USP stresses ’visibility’
A.S. councilman Ray Swain.
together with Dave Hunt of the
Academic Council, has organized 10
students into the University
Students Party (LISP) who will run
for positions on A.S. and Academic
councils.
Swain said that the USP plans to
move the two councils "in the direction of accountability and visibility."

Swain stated that the USP will require "I ollow-up studies" of how A.S.
monetary allocations are used.
"Students are entitled to know where
the money is going."
Swain said the allocations and
their use will be made available for
publication.
"We are seeking," he said, -to form
an alliance of students which

represents different schools.
Candidates for upper division
council seats from the USP are Bill
Clarkson, Ray Swain, Sam Engel,
Bryce Vradenburg. Wayne Morris
and Larry Ribal. Lower division
hopefuls are Sarah janigian and Bob
Myers. Marita Grandovskis is
seeking a graduate student seat.
Hunt, one of eight student
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Guest articles
not submitted

reedom.
Students should have the option 01 taking imams
outside their maior find A.B-C no credit Or a cretin
credit basis. A student should take courses in his major
no credit basis.
on a A134.:
I do not favor the elimination 01 all grades I p until
Itnals. students should have the option 01 dropping a
(lass without any difficulty or penally. II you wanl
,instructive and Wet:live change. vote lit, the Inst
tiatoe (tryout Academic t :nano! ballot tot law tam di.,
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Candidates Carnival
(11111l
A
and Academic Council hopefuls will
be held today on Seventh Street from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The fair is sponsored by the A.S.
Election Board to promote person to

jai son contact between candidates
and voting students.
Each candidate will have a booth in
the street and will be available fin
questions and answers from all
students.

Dave Hunt (L), an incumbent member of Academic Council, has banded
Bryce

SeolCO

with A.S. Council candidates Sam Engel. Bill Clarkson.
University Students together
Vrandenberg, Bob Myers, and Ray Swain to form the USP.

Rainbows reflect diversity
A diversity of interest, as reflected
in ths three members, is what the
Rainbow Party is all about.

Seeking upper division representative seats on A.S. Council are Cliff
Hewitt, Clay Trost, and Brad Wood,

The rainbow banner, according to
Wood, a 20-year-old Political Science
major, "typifies our party."

Cannon

Rainbow Party

Ills ilillel s ot Academic Council, is
seeking re-election to that body.
Swain stated that the USP plans to
make a working coalition between
A.S. Council and Academic Council
in order to give greater support to
Academic Council’s projects, "like
the closing of Ninth Street."
The USP will also support the
expansion of the Student Union
facilities - -specifically
banking
facilities, a postal service and the addition of a low-cost bicycle repair
shop.
The 1JSP, according to Swain, will
endorse the continued funding of the
coffeehouse and other community aclion programs, such as SHARE.
"We will also oppose Assembly Bill
159 and support funding of the
instructionally related activities,"
Swain said.

onameggen

L to R: Clay Trost, Cliff Hewitt, Brad Wood.

"All people can come together.’
said Wood, a former staff member ill
the anti -war newspaper Enough!
Wood classifies himself "left of
center."
His running mates, Hewitt, a 22 year-old Political Science major, and
Trost. a 21 -year-old History major,
call themselves "liberal left" and
"conservative," respectively.
The three candidates point
towards a wider representation of
the student body. Hewitt said, with
an emphasis on social events.
The trio, according to Hewitt, hope
to implement a program of "more
concerts and general activities that
cater to the general student body
rather than a select group."
"By doing this, we hope to increase
of student
student
awareness
government," added Hewitt, a
student councilman at West Valley
College in 1968.
"The mere fact we’re a three-man
party eliminates us from dominating
council," said Wood, who like Hewitt
is a Vietnam veteran.
"We want to get away from a conflict of interest." he said. "We feel it’s
ridiculous if somebody allocates
funds to a group he’s a member of."
Summarizing the Rainbow Party’s
motivation to get involved in the
council race. Hewitt said, "We want
to break the dominance of one-party
rule on council. We think it should be
diversified.
"We want to put things out of the
international scope and bring them
more down-to-earth," he remarked,

(.uest room articles were not submitted by three independent candidates running for A.S. Council.
Mike Switzer, lower division
hopeful; Tom Mounts, upper division
candidate; and Andy McDonald,
vying for a graduate post, all failed
to turn in position articles.
In addition, seven candidates for
Academic Council failed to submit
guest rooms. Three were running
independently: Robert Griffin, Frank
Oliver and Phillip Martin.
Paul Escoe, Bob Wood and Linda
Coffin, the entire Student Alliance
’73 slate running for council posts,
did not turn in articles.
The other council candidate who
failed to submit a paper was Steve
Sanders, a member of the Reform
Ticket.

Amendments pave
way for revisions
By JOANNE GR1BBLE
News Analysis
Two amendments to revamp A.S. government will lace the campus
voters in tomorrow and Thursday’s election.
If passed, one will eliminate the office of attorney general. The other
will eliminate any class distinctions on the A.S. Council and make all
20 members elected from the student body at large.
A.S. Attorney General Diahn ne LaMothe presented the amendment
to eliminate her office. She contends that recent revisions in Title 5,
the state education code, have transferred the office’s responsibilities
to the college referral agent, in this case Don DuShane, assistant to
Dean Robert S. Martin.
Fouad Alkisswani, this year’s sole candidate for the spot,on the
other hand, says that the office, which is supposed lobe apolitical, has
been handled politically in the past, and that the position is what its
holder makes it.
If Miss LaMothe’s amendment passes with the necessary twothirds approval, Alkisswani may be elected to a job that will
terminate the day he takes office, July 1.
The second amendment, to eliminate class representation on A.S.
Council, was the first half of A.S. Pres, Dennis King’s two-part plan to
revolutionize student government.
The council is now divided into four lower division, 11 upper
division, and five graduate representative seats. It is reviewed each
year to insure the representation is proportional.
King’s amendment would make the entire council elected at large.
It was meant to be implemented with another plan to extend and
stagger the terms of student government officials to achieve more continuity and provide for more power for students when dealing with
university and state administrators.
This proposal, of course, increases the possibility of monopoly of
the council by one class group, but, as King has pointed out, class
representation seems less as important to the students than it was
back in the days of junior Proms and Senior Balls.
Neither proposal seems radical on first glance, but both pave the
way for greater revision of student government.

Less executives, more coalitions running
By GEORGE REDE
Managing Editor
The 1973-74 A.S. elections are distinctly different from last year’s.
There are fewer presidential slates
and more A.S. Council coalitions
than one can keep track of.
In addition, there are two
Academic Council slates. And as a
general rule, prior San Jose State
University political experience is
thin among the candidates.
Last year’s elections featured six
presidential slates, including the incumbent. Mike Buck. Out of the five,
Dennis King, appealing to a "sense of
community," emerged the winner.
This year’s campaign features only
three presidential slates and King.
the incumbent. is notably missing.
Instead, his current vice-president,
Rudi Leonard’, is heading the
Leonardi ticket. which offers Rirk
Marks as the vice-presidential candidate.
Marks, an executive assistant to
King, was King’s campaign manager
last year and helped win the vote of
the dormitory students. Both King
and Marks lived in foe West Hall last
year and still reside there.

paint students apparently will
give support to the Leonardi ticket.
Many residence hall windows are
adorned by campaign posters supportive of the slate.
The "sense of community,"
has
apparently
meanwhile,
crumbled.
King will drop out of the picture
altogether and Andy McDonald, the
treasurer, is running independently,
seeking a gradual e seat on A.S. Council.
As for the other two slates, both
offer candidates who are new to A.S.
politics.
The Student Alliance ’73 ticket is
comprised of three San Jose City
College transfers who are making
their first venture into the SJSU
political arena.
Steve Hughes heads the slate,
flanked by two-time SJCC student
body president Paul Sepulveda.
A coalition of three, also running
under the Student Alliance colors,
seeks election to Academic Council.
The third slate, the Community
Congress, likewise leatures three

newcomers to A.S. politics.
Jessica Serna is the presidential
hopeful on the ticket, comprised of
those members MECHA considers’ to
be the most qualified from its
organization.
Miss Serna’s ticket is backed
solidly by a coalition of 11 MECHA
members, running for A.S. Council

campus parties which have put up
candidates.
The TWC, newly -arranged but still
dependent upon the vocal Tony
Gonzales, has 13 council hopefuls.
One of two councilmen seeking reelection, Gonzales lathe only original
member left from the TWC that
grabbed 17 of 20 seats last spring.

ann.
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under the Community Congress
banner, also.
Miss Serna, of course, is the only
woman seeking an executive office.
There are no Blacks running on a
presidential slate, nor are there any
candidates with Asian backgrounds.
The A.S. Council race also has a
different appearance this year.
Whereas last year’s race had only
two
coalitionsThird
World
Coalition and Initiative ’72this
year’s field features no less than six

Gonzales, after a falling out with
the old TWC, has been instrumental
in restructuring the new coalition.
However, the new TWC faces
formidable competition this
yearespecially
from the Community Congress slate and the
University Students Party.
Community Congress is headed by
Richard Pineda, a past student body
president at San Joaquin Delta
College but previously non -active in
SISI.1 politics.

at.

The USP, conceived by Academic two-man Reform Ticket, seek elecCouncil incumbent Dave Hunt and tion.
A.S. Council appointee Ray Swain,
Hunt. a USP organizer, and Robert
has seven hopefuls.
Swain, a dorm student, is joined in Griffin, an independent, are the two
the A.S. Council race by Bryce incumbents.
Finally, the attorney general slot is
Vradenburg. a past student body
president at West Valley College and sought by only one officially filed
a member of the A.S. Budget Com- candidate, Fouad Alkisswani.
Three or four others may challenge
mittee at present.
Also offering mini -slates are the him as write-ins, however, notably
Rainbow Party, Independent Party, A.S. councilman Larry Gonzales,
who has sat mutely through most of
and Blue Ridge Rangers.
council’s proceedings this year.
The entire picture this year, if
Rich Overstreet, a former A.S.
councilman who was censured by summed up, can be seen as
fellow councilmen two years ago, is conglomeration of interest groups,
the only Rangers candidate. He MS each apparently reacting to the
unsuccessful last year Ins bid for the success of the TWC last year.
Most candidates have little
A.S. attorney general position.
five, background in SJSU politics, but
number
Non -affiliates
another turnabout from last year appear eager to try their hand.
No matter who is elected to the
when 12 candidates ran unattached.
The Academic Council race has 11 executive offices, they will almost
certainly work with a mixture of
candidates running for eight seats.
Last year’s field numbered eight councilmen. elected from the various
and each candidate won election. slates.
It appears highly improbable that
Only three took office in the fall,
however, as the other five resigned one coalition can again sweep into office as was done last year, but our
for assorted reasons.
Two coalitions, the threr-mernher visions will remain conjectures until
Student Alliance ’73 slate, and the the votes have been tabulated.
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Nob Hill rapist
possibly found
by IAN Gt.sTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
17, suspected by police tti being the
!lanyard,
ohn
MERGEDI
’Nob Hill rapist." was arrested yesterday. He is laced with
warrants that accuse him of killing two women, raping three
others, kidnapping 10 persons and firing at police three times
during a 400-mile weekend crime spree. San Francisco police
showed 13unyard’s picture to Yoshika Tanaka. 19. who was
stabbed 20 times and left for dead at her Nob Hill apartment. She
has identified Bunyard as her attacker. One woman has been
killed and two others raped in the Nob Hill area.

30 per cent are over 27 years

Older students at SJSU increasing
By PEG BENNE11’
’rhe San
lose State
University student body is
aging.
Close to 30 per cent of the

students are over Z7 years old,
356 are over 50, and one is in
her late 70’s.
But 5150 is delighted with
the trend, mainly because its

Pentagon witness switches role
LOS ANGELESA rebuttal witness or the xiistirinnent was
allowed to become a supportive witness for the defense in a mid testimony switch during the Pentagon Papers trial yesterday.
Leslie Gelb, a former Defense Department officials testified
against defendants Anthony Russo and Daniel Ellsberg on
Friday.
Gelb supported several defense contentions yesterday. He testified that Ellsberg did not intend to copy the Pentagon Papers at
first, and that the Papers were classified top secret arbitrarily.
Gelb said the Papers were hastily classified because "the
volumes were being typed up and the secretaries wanted to know
what classification to put on them."

New date set for Magee trial
SAN FRANCISCOA new trial date ol May 29 has been set
for convict Ruchell Magee. His first trial on charges of murder
and kidnapping ended April 3 with a hung jury.
Atty. Gen. Evelle Younger announced yesterday that Magee
would not be tried again on the murder charge because the first
trial jury voted 11-1 for his accquital on that count. The jurors
stood 11-1 for conviction on kidnapping.
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Women compete in politicsi
By BILL FLINT
Congresswoman Bella
Abzug is well known for
vocally promoting the
feminist
movement
in
American politics. Yet four
San lose State University coed
officers believe that although
they are out -numbered by men
in politics they still can
compete in a fair system.
This was the general
consensus of coed politicians;
Stephanie Dean, Rosa Velasquez.
Daphane
"Cookie"
Poingsett
(veteran
A.S.
members)
and
Diahnne
La’Mothe (returing attorney
general).
’rhe foursome recently discussed their roles in student
government at SJSU and some
of the most pressing problems
they faced over the last 12month term.

Diahnne La ’Mothe
Interestingly enough, all
student
the
of
lour
government officers are not
running for any A.S. elected
posts this spring.
However each one said she
would continue, in some sort
of capacity, to assist the new
government over the next
term.
Miss Dean said she finds
Rudi
for
campaigning
Leonardi’s executive slate
challenging even above her
councilwoman duties.
Attorney General La’Mothe
said she will continue her efforts to eliminate the office of
attorney general even after her
term ends because of its
’useless’ existence."
Councilwoman Cookie
Poingsett said she will continue to support the unofficial
Black Student Organization
Committee, (BSOC) though
not officially as a representative in the A.S. Council.
Councilwoman Rosa Velasquez said she is campaigning
and will continually assist the
Third World Coalition (TWC)
slate throughout the new term
if it should win again.
Three of the four coed
student government officers
are political science majors.
Councilwoman Velasquez is a
junior psychology major.
No restraints
Councilwoman
A.S.
an
Dean,
Stephanie
independent, said from her
experience there were no restraints put on her because of
her sex. She said however, her
background was different.
"I came from an Italian
background which wanted its
women to he married at 21,
have lots of babies and be a
house -wife," she said.
Her family had tried to Intoward
her
fluence
"traditional" livelihoods hut

added her mother "was really
hot for education."
"That probably made the
difference right there," Councilwoman Dean said.
With time. Miss Dean added,
her family "especially" her
grandparents became more
positive toward her interests
in higher education and
politics. "I got support even
from my grandparents," said
Miss Dean of her recent involvement with city council
hopeful Jim Self s campaign.
"In some of the committee
meetings
under
A.S.
government
they
’certain
people) were not used to
having women present," she
said.
I can remember the first subcommittee meeting in the
athletic board in which I was a
member. The board was involved with scheduling and
promotions.
"They (some male board
members) tried to pull a
number on me. They tried to
ask me, are we going to have
enough funding this year?"
"They seemed to have a
condescending view of mesas
little girl who would tell all.
First I wasn’t ready to discuss
the matter. Secondly I didn’t
like their approach," she said.
Miss Dean, who would like
to work in politics on the local
level as an administrative assistant, said she believes A.S.
government to be worth the
economic and political effort.
"I would hate to see this
school without
a student
government," said the college
prompted politician who first
campaigned for an unsuccessful A.S. presidential
hopeful Grady Roberts back in
1969.
Some unaware
The Seattle native said
students who voted or went
along with the idea of dismantling student government
are really "unaware of the important programs funded by
student
government." She
listed the Women’s Center,

Rosa Velasquez
Birth Control clinic, legal
services and others.
A.S. Attorney General
Diahnne La’Mothe also said
her mother had much influence, over her going to
college and seeking e career in
politics as a criminal attorney.
"One of my better
inspirations has been my
mother," she said. "She is a
legal secretary, and very
independent I come from a
very independent line of
women,"
emphasized
the
slender Black coed who sought
to keep the attorney general’s
office out of the political

arena.
Miss LaMothe admitted
there
had
been earlier
attempts to channel her by
high school counselors and
teachers.
However,
her
of
acquaintances
present
usually male legal professionals have encouraged her
"to look out for herself more
than ever," said last spring’s
election runoff victor.
The
retiring
attorney
general said she had been left
out of A.S. government activities only once when the
proceedings demanded the attorney general’s office non-admittance.
A.S. government is worth
saving emphasized Miss
La’Mothe.
"A.S. government
is
representative to some of the
students. It tries to direct its
efforts to all the students," she
said.
No new blood
"But then there are just not
enough people interested," she
said, qualifying herself.
"So as a result, you have an
influx of the same kinds of
people coming and going. It’s
very hard to get new blood in
A.S. government," she said.
"I found by watching some
of the elections, the students
don’t want to elect new blood
when it is available. They
want someone who is
experienced, suave, etc. That
doesn’t necessarily mean they
are qualified," Miss La’Mothe
said.
"But A.S. government is
better than nothing, it’s better
than no representation at all,"
she said.
Councilwoman Rosa Velasquez, a Third World Coalition
member
agreed
student
apathy exists.
"Student commuters are the
reawn for less time, interest
and resourcefulness towards
student government," Miss
Velasquez said.
student
However
government is far from being
an "innocent party." she said.
The junior psychology major
said her experience on the
council has revealed sad
stories el students walking
away
from
the A.S.
government of fices"very frustrated."
"Students coming into the
offices are confronted with a
wall of confusion and frustration. All their efforts are
blanketed with too much
bullshit and meaningless communication." she said.
Miss Velasquez charged
some A.S. government
members serving with their
own interests in mind.
Shesaid there exists a necessity for the students,
themselves, to help bring
about an improvement in
student government.
Bunsel ’not available’
An additional problem
facing student government, as
seen by councilwoman Velasquez, involves the university
administration and Pres. John
H. Bunzel’s office.
"Right now we can’t go see
Pres. Bunzel." she said. "I
question why we, the most
representative student body
organization, have not been
granted time, for months, to
see Dr. Bunzel. "A.S.

Government is meaningless
without student support,"
Miss Velasquez added.
A.S.
Councilwoman
Daphanie "Cookie" Poingsett
had
the most optimistic
evaluation
of student
government.
The sophomore political
science major who said she got

Stephanie Dean
into politics by "just watching
my surroundings," said feedback from individuals on campus to her reflects "we are an
active government and council."
came in with ideas and
were able to speak opinions as
a whole government." said the
Third World Coalition council
member.
According
to
Miss
Poingsett, her term in office
got her "deeper into student
related ideas."
She said she was primarily
interested in BSOC while a
member of the l’WCdominated student council
but said she thought she
served all minority student
interests. The soft-spoken
Black said she would continue
to be involved with student
government during the ’73-74
term while remaining a
member of BSOC.
Commenting on her
previous term as A.S. Councilwoman, Mrs. Poingsett said
student government takes a lot
of time learning the responsibilities.

prestige is rising. Its the only
university in California
without an age barrier.
What brings people back to
school? What are their
problems?
Phyllis Sutphen. coordinator of Activities anti
Counseling Services for continuing education, believes
older students are in school for
growth, indentity. second
careers and survival.
Divorced women have
special survival needs, Mrs.
Sutphen said. They are left
with the defeat of a marriage
failure as well as the burden of
children to feed, clothe and
educate.
These women require work
that pays a decent wage. is lasting and gives a certain
amount of dignity to their
lives.
"It can be acquired only with
a degree or more education,"
she said.
Displaying a list of students,
she pointed out people like a
62-year-old chemist who is
seeking a new career in
retirement.
Others are there to update
degrees. keep ahead of trends
and feel the pulse of society as
it moves forward into new
demands.
Many of the students are
financed by their companies
have
want
to
who
knowledgeable people in the
labor market.
And others here are aware of
a cry for specialization.
Veterans, for example, are
interested in special education
where they see future federal
funds and a lasting career.
One advantage to returning
students is progress up the
social ladder. Yet, progress to
some can be as simple as
closing the generation gap.
"I’ve never known such
wonderful rapport with my
teenagers," said Mildred
Browning, an English major. "I
had to come to school to learn
to understand theirproblems."
Margaret Fletcher, a Liberal
Arts student, claims school is
like a whole new world.
"I’m 52. and I’ve been a wife
and mother for 29 years," she
said. "My daughters are
married, my home is empty
and I suddently have little in
common with my husband.
"Perhaps I wasn’t allowed to
grow all those years. It’s
interesting now to find my
own identity. I know I have a
lot to give and all I need is
training."
How do they function in
class?
Most of them undergo a fear
syndrome. They are afraid
they can’t make it, said the coordinator. She said some lag at
the beginning but they adopt
the kind of discipline they are

it

iii lind they are all not as
financially stable as the
students nwn parents.
Older students often see a
reflection
ph:Tidal relationships in these attitudes.
11 students have something
good going with an older
generation." said Harry
Teilhard. 47. "you can usually
feel itthey’re warm and easy
to talk to.
"But if there’s
a bad
experience with older people
an their lives, then sit within
three feet of them and they
bristle."
Counseling service for continuing students is fairly new.
Mrs. Sutphen claims the
hardest job is getting information to the students to let
them know what is available.
"We answer all the academic
questions
on
enrollment,
education, withdrawals and
reinstatements. We also talk
about interests, skills and employment available," she said.
Mrs. Sutphen said she
provides
confidential
counseling in personal difficulties, self growth and even
marital problems.
Group meetings conducted
by Laverne Murillo Soegaard
of Student Personnel Services
are a co-operative effort with
Continuing hal oration.
The Counseling Center is
located in the old cafeteria
building and is open from 9
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Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

Because only Kotex
tampons have soft,
rounded ends... gentle
insertion guides
instead of two bulky
tubes...and more
protection than the
leading brand. But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one.

If it
wasn’t,
here’s a
second
chance.

SPECIAL
STUDENT CO
DISCOUNTS

a
a
a

ELM. to 5 p.m. daily. and tour
nights a week, Monday
through Thursday.

See -for-Yourself

1,, a not size package 01 notem
rarnponS (5 tampons). a pretty purse
cOntainer, and a very explanatory
book entitled Tell It Like Is-,
mi.,’ this older kern with 25* in coin
cower mailing and handling to

I
I

Kates tampons
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 5495’
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With TWA
ays to be young.
Armed with just a pack on .\ ,301.
back and a TWA Youth Passp I- in
your hand, you can see a lot mow of’
the U.S. (Or a lot less with TWA.
Here are some ways we help.

Overnite Pass:’
ncw
Tw,vs
money saver. It gets
YOU guaranteed student
dormitory accommoda
tions (at the least) with
out advance reservations
in 40 cities in the 1_
Canada and Mexico tin.
only $5.25 a night!

Disease
is fatal
to senior
David Keith Guttormsen.
23,a San joseStateUniversit
senior and victim of muscular
dystrophy since childhood.
died Friday of that disease in a
San Jose hospital.
Funeral services were held
yesterday at Darling and Fincher Chapel of the Hills
tollowed by interment in Los
Gatos Memorial Park.
Guttormsen was the son or
Glen E. Guttormsen, director
of business affairs at SiSt
and Mrs. Guttormsen. He was
also former editor of the San
Jose City College newspaper.
He would have graduated
from SJSU in June with a B.A
degree in geography. He was it
1968 graduate of Del Mar High
School and a 1964 graduate of
Monroe School, both in
Campbell.
A native of San lose, Guttormsen resided at 907 S
Genevieve Lane.

used to in their laves and come
out ahead.
Most professors said they
generally find older students
very conscientious and enioy
them in class. A few teachers
are negative and say "older
students are always seeking
attention."
Darlene Hall, 43. and a
psychology maior, replied,
"There are teachers who don’t
want to be reminded they
themselves are getting old.
"Half a dozen young
students can ask questions
and surround the teacher yet
won’t be remembered from one
day to the next.
"If an older student asks a
question or for help, it’s
remembered," she said.
"And let’s face it," said
another student with a smile.
"It must be more pleasant to
spend time with the younger
better
students. They’re
than we are."
Students reactions to their
older classmates were
generally more favorable.
Most of them said it was
good to see the older students
on campus and found them
interesting. Some thought
they had it too easy. They had
no struggles with a place to
live, cars, money or time and
experience.
They were surprised to
learn of the fear syndrome so
many older students have and

*) :

Bonus Coupon Books.

BONUS
COUPON
BOOKS

"’like your TWi1N 11,1111 Passport
and boarding pass to any TWA Ticket
Office in New York, Roston,
c OUPON Philadelphia or Washington.
You’ll get a book of 1)ontis
coupons good fbr 50(.; off
things and absolutely free
things like a dinner at the
Spaghetti Erriporium in
Boston, free admission to a
flea market in Philadelphia
and lots, lots more. Like
we said, with TWA it pays
to be young. For all the
details write: TWA IT
PAYS TO BE YOUNG, Box 25, Grand
Central Station. New York, N.Y. 10017.
Youth l’assetwi itnd (Werner Paw
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serve... marks owned exclusive oPts TWA
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Edwin Markham is only a name on a wall

Few note birthday of San Jose State poet
Oy MARY CHAPMAN
Spatial to the Daily
April 23rd was the 121st anEdwin
of
y
ti’
Markham’s birth. Few persons
took note of the fact and there
was no special reason why:
they should have. Yet he was
surely one of San lose State’s

1

ilitibt

1.1111011!

gi dtlual es.

He

was a poet, and in his time
America’s most renowned.
acclaimed.
Internationally
some of his work was tranlanguages.
slated into
Edwin Markham.-- English
inalors pause "that name
rings a tiny bell somewhere

111 Joh

fir MI’

ou remember. -The Man with
the Hoe."

die

Mull that’s on the wall ot
lower Hall! Wasn’t he the one
who lived. off and one, in his
mother’s house on Eighth
Street tor so many years:’
hen there s the dormitory,
Edwin Markham Hall."
Edwin Markham. And now
the

He was born in Oregon.
grew up working hard on his
mother’s ranch in the Suisun
Valley northeast of San Francisco, and came to San Jose
Normal School the first year it
was located here, after its
move from San Francisco. He
his course of
completed
studies in March 1872.
There is little to be distinguished about the two
decades of life following his
time in school here. He
wandered about Northern
California holding various
teaching jobs, going through
two marriages, but gradually
achieving some eminence as a
poet.
His mother, an eccentric and
domineering woman, held a
strange fascination for him,
and it was not until the old
woman’s death that things
began to go smoothly for him.
He married for a third time

.4,

Forgotten man

e’

News
Community
DicService Webster’s
tionary defines philanthropy
as an active effort to promote
goodwill and human welfare
among men.
If this is true, then it can be
said that Rogelio Flores, a
Chicano active in the media
and the community, is a
philanthropist.
Flores has worked voluntarily with community
organizations in San Jose
participating directly with
groups seeking to publicize
their efforts.
He worked to establish a
monthly hi -lingual TV
program titled. "La Voz de
Aztlan" on Channel 11
IKNTV). He also helped establish a scholarship program
at KNTV.

%

Few people celebrated the 121st birthday of Edwin
Markham, famed poet and a student at San Jose State
University when it was San Jose State Normal School,
now dead and buried.

Re -opening Friday
for Jonah’s Wail
A chance to relax, to listen to
live music and rap about
Christianity will be offered by
Jonah’s Wail, a coffeehouse
operated by the Campus
Christian Center and Inter’
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Jonah’s Wail, located in the
basement of the Campus
Christian center on South 10th
and San Carlos streets, will
have its "grand opening"
nights Friday and Saturday,
according to Frank Holman,
co-director of the coffeehouse.
Open Friday and Satruday
nights from 7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m..
Jonah’s Wail is open to the
public. Coffee, cider, donuts
and cookies will be sold,
Although basically a
coffeehouse, another purpose
01 Jonah’s Wail will halo communicate the Christian lifestyle through different media

Forum
A forum on Wounded Knee
will be presented at 8 tonight
in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
Speakers include Fern
Williams. a reporter for Indian
Voice Publication: John Robinson, a representative for the
American Indian Movement
Louie Moves Camp,
who recently returned from
Wounded Knee; and Arron
Manganiello, a representative
Of
Venceremos, a Maoist
revolutionary organization.
Forum sponsors include
Graphic Offensive, the local
chapter for AIM. and
Vencere111 DS.

such as music, art and poetry.
according to Holman.
"We hope to be a place where
there’s an exchange of ideas
with Christians but we won’t
be pushing them down
anyone’s throat," he said.
Entertainment planned for
the coffeehouse includes art
exhibits, singer-guitarists and
a blue grass band. Local
speakers will occasionally
give short talks on aspects of
Christianity. Holman said. A
book table with Christian
literature will also be set up.
he said.
’the 15 staff members

operating Jonah’s Wail are
mostly student volunteers
from San Jose State
University, said Holman.
It is financed through contributions from the Campus
Christian Center, various local
churches and some students,
he said. Neither the
coffeehouse nor the Campus
Christian Center is school connected, he added.
Jonah’s Wail started in the
spring of 19137 and has
sporadically opened and
closed since then due to lack of
interest and personnel, said
Holman.

Spartaguidem
-Feeley
Freak Shakespeare, former head of the
S. Information Agency, will speak in
t he BC Ballroom at 430 p m.
Madiallosilsori Alen Farley producer of
Media Monitor.- will discuss
so.ernment erotic:anon 01 the Pacific.
Network in Home Economic. Room sat
411a m
Seenlisen -Warm Fog Modification’ will
lie rilecussed by Paul Tag. environmental
prediction research facility. in Monterey,
in OH 015 at 3.15 p m It le sponsored by
SISU Meteorology Department.
tomorrow
Saadi Talk Or, Marion ni. nand,. profit.sor 01 English, will review ’Transparent
I hinge" by Vladimir Nabokov in the
Spartan Cafeteria Room A at 12,30 p.m.
Waking.), Clem. presents "Cool
Breeze" an Morris Dailey Auditorium at
3.40 and 3130 p.m Admission is 50 cents.
SSW Milan Callao will be held today
in the ROTC held at Sey enth and San
(Arlos streets at 430 p m Prizes will be
awarded and a barbecue will follow.
PSC Sociology Club will meet at 7:30
pm.
the S
Colas eras Room. Cunt
speaker w ill he William Newry of the

Clara County Probation
hant
Department who will speak on "Summer
opportunities for college students at
probation camps."
Thursday
Opra Workshop "Dialogues of the
contemporary opere
Larmalites.
hosed on an historical incident during
the French Revolution when
munity of Ceremente nuns were
guillotined for their bullets, will open
t wo-cley run. Thle presentation is being
sponsored by the Opera Workshop of the
SiSll Music Department. Admission Is
51 Ion MSC student. and 52 for the
sener.1 public. The show will be
presented in Concert Hall at 8.15 pm

ties, across lIlt LUIlithelli

l..11 newt. Hall

do

last as the mails could carry it.
It was published everywhere.
and
republished
then
editorialized.
Within weeks, from coast to
coast, couplets from the poem
were on everyone’s lips.
Markham had struck the
proper note: his poem became
a rallying cry for the social
reformists of the turn-of -the’
century. Published in a collection the following spring, the
book was one of the most
successful of all American
poetry collections of that time.
Overnight Markham had
become a popular poet.
For 40 years he remained
lust that. He won prizes and
awards; his birthday was
treated as a national event.
and his name became a
household word. He lectured
tirelessly. He would usually
sit before an audience with his
head lowered into his
shoulders, swaying slightly to
the intensity of his own

One observer of the time
wrote that no matter what he
spoke on, his interpretation
was social and idealistic and
always a practical application
of
principle
of
the
brotherhood.
In appearance he was what
America thought a poet should
look like. He dressed shabbily,
his necktie usually soiled. He
had flowing white hair with a
beard to match. Reporters
sought out his opinions on
various subjects, from
to Woodrow
longevity
speech
asking
Wilson’s
Congress for a declaration of
war on Germany.
He returned to California for
Panama -Pacific
the
Exposition in 1915 in a blaze of
glory, reading his poems to a
crowd of 15,000. It was he who
was chosen to read his poem
"Lincoln" at the dedication of
the Lincoln Memorial in
His
flOth
Washington.
birthday was an occasion for

There was something about
the simple idealism of this old
reformer that appealed to
people in an era of increasing
disillusionment and corruption. Populanty caused no
sell-out on his part. He always
believed in the brotherhood of
man. Even the newer poets, the
ones who made his poems look
old-fashioned, did not assail
him; they remembered the eloquence of "The Man with the
Hoe."
Upon his death in 1940, a
silence, like a censor, fell
across his life and work. Possibly he simply went out of
style. Did the simple ideals in
which he believed finally come
to seem childish in the face of
the evils of the 20th century?
Perhaps Americans who
never practiced the ideals
which they preached simply
grew tired of hearing them
preached.

Chicano is active philanthropist

’41

e

and became pi int.ipiel el d
prominent school in Oakland.
By 1898 he was sufficiently
esteemed to be asked by Stanford University to deliver the
its
main
address at
commencement exercises that
year. He spoke on "The Social
Conscience," a topic that for
years had been one of his main
interests.
He was a radical of sorts, a
socialist in an era when the
term had some real bite, but he
had had a hard time finding
his true voice when it came to
social reforin.
At a New Year’s party in
San Francisco in 1898 at the
home of the editor of the S.F.
Examiner, he read a poem he
had just completed called"The
Man with the Hoe." It was
published two weeks later in
the Examiner.
In no way did Markham
regard the publication of this
poem as a momentous event.
Yet a contemporary later described it as a contagion which

After an honorable discharge from the Navy, Flores
became active in such
organizations as Project
Intercept, a program aimed at
curbinb crime among youth,
and Casa Llegal, an
organization working toward
making
legal
services
available to low-income
people.
A former student of San Jose
State University, Flores said
he dropped out because he felt
being
were
"students
brainwashed."
He said history was being
distorted in many classrooms.
"It was sickening," said Flores.
"I called one professor a liar
and walked out of his class."
Commenting on a recent
"Free Speech Message
Special" on Channel 5 (KPIX),

the media activist said. "I
thought it was an attempt, but
not a very good attempt, of the
station to get people to voice
their opinions."
The special aired several
groups on issues concerning
Vietnam, child care, mental
health
needs,
police-community relations and a number
of other issues.
"The industry still hasn’t
lent itself to the need," said
Flores. "I think that if KPIX established anything, it was the
need for more air time for the
community."
"Vol de Aglan"
Speaking about his own
experience working on "La
Von de Aztlan", Flores said
people expect the same kind of
professionalism they are accustomed to viewing in other

Asian sexuality probed
at Sunday night seminar
A comparison ot ideas on
sexuality among different
Asian groups will be made at a
seminar entitled "Sex Myths
Among uhinese and Chinese
Americans," Sunday, at 7:30
p.m. in the S.U. Pacifica Room,
Dr. Donald Lim, an outpatient psychologist, and one
of the coordinators of the
Northeast Medical Center in
San Francisco, will be the
guest speaker. The center
serves 90 per cent of the
Chinese community in the
northeast portion of San Francisco.
According to a survey con-

Drum ’A Thurber Cornwell." will be
presented in the Studio Theatre ate pm
Admission Is 01 for students and 5210,
the general public.
Friday Flicks presents "Anne of 1000
Days. starring Richard Burton, In
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 end 10
p.m. Admission is 50 cents

Elderly aid

ducted by Or, Lim, there are
more mental health problems
among the Chinese than any
other ethnic group.
Stephen
Wong,
student
coordinator of San Jose State
University Asian American
Studies, said in attitudes

toward sex in the Asian community. there are usually
"conflicts betweent he
Western and Eastern
cultures."
There
will be free
refreshments served at the
seminar.

programs.
According to Flores, "If you
present something and it isn’t
presented right, people will
say it is no good.
rhere is a stereotype as to
what is good and these
judgments are made by people
who are accustomed to images
they
see
on
regular
programing.- said Flores,

Images
"We sit at home and visually
accept what we see," he added.
The image of what a woman
should look like. Flores stated,
is damaging to both husband
and wife.
According to Flores, the man
and woman both feel they are
not living up to the image and
they’ become depressed.

TOPLESSBOTTOMLESS

COUPLES CONTEST
Every I ues sight
S30 Each Couple
S40 Winning Couple
Adults firer Ill Admitted
I0

THE PINK POODLE
328 So. Bascom Ave.
Open I lam -292-3685
TOTALLY
NUDE DANCERS
EXPLICITHARDCORE
ADULT MOVIES
SPECIAL STUDENT

DISCOUNT

S2.00 off the regular admission
Present Ad ssith ANIL (ard

What a great way to
spend the summer.

Adults 18 years and over
interested in hospital services
for the elderly and aiding
patients in various functions
may volunteer at O’Connor
Hospital. 2105 Forest Ave.,
April 24 at 9:30 a.m.
For more information, call
the Vol:unteer Office at the
hospital. 298-3900.

771E 171.41 leg Of EUROPE
CC 6529

Why Europe’s Trains are special for students.
"an

,t-,;geetr7-

But the best part is the price! Our Student-Railpass gives
you two months of unlimited Second Class travel for $150.
Similrly in Britain the BritRail Youth Pass gives you 15 days of
unlimited rail travel for $45, or 1 month for $85. See your
Travel Agent first though, because these Passes are NOT
available in Europe. You must buy them in the USA before you
go. So return the coupon and we’ll send you our free brochure

"The Trains of Europe’ It gives all the facts you’ll need.

If ever you’ve wanted a sense rot freedom go where
you like, when you like, if you like. Europe’s trains are for you
Over 100.000 miles of track is yours! You can speed from the
heart of one city to the next sometimes at over 100 mph, or
meander through sleepy villages, mountain hamlets and
coastal resorts to your heart’s content. Our trains are clean,
modern, punctual and inexpensive. Cafeteria style Dining Cars
serve excellent, cheap meals. And overnight a comfortable
Couchette is yours for only $500 for a good night’s sleep. You’l;
see more, travel more and meet more people on Europe’s trains,

European Railroads,
Department CN, Box 70, Bohemia,

5C
New York 11716

Gentlemen,
Please send me your free brochure. "The Trains of Europe
Name
Address
City

My Travel Agent is
L

State

7ip

Have yourself an exciting. interesting. even
educational summerwith a
Greyhound Ameripass.
With the Ameripass, you can really see
America for all its worth. Really get into it. enjoy
it, and learn a lot more about it. up close.
I-14bw about a first hand look at all the history
of Washington. D.0 Williamsburg. Yorktown.
and the Tidewater? How about the enchantment
of the great Southwest? The beauty of Big Sur
Or, how about the European flavor
of Fiench Canada?
The Arnerioass lets you go almost anywhere in
kinerica Canada. too You decide when, where,
The Gieyhound Amenpasc

and how often. You can crossover Switch hac
And start all over again if you wish.
You set your own schedules. Your own
itinerary. You come.and go as you please.
The Greyhound Amenpass is good for 30 day
and costs $149.00. An extra fifty dollars buys
another 30 days. The Ameripass also gives you
discounts on hotels, meals, sightseeing, and
other good things.
When you look at the Ameripass in terms ut
extra education, of learning more about our
country. and the people in it, the cost is les’
than a regular college semester

fr-

Aorth this summit-

GREYHOUND
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’Best season in three years’

Spikers get double win
By RAY PAORIUSON
There was little doubt why
Lrnie Bullard was smiling
while he was walking around
the track last Saturday at Bud
Winter Field.
The second -year Spartan
track coach was pleased with
his team’s 96-47 romped over
the
Idaho State University
itengals for their fourth win in
as many outings.
Earlier in the week, the San
Jose State University spikers
gut by the University of
Nebraska 86-67. Bullard had
predicted
that
the
Cornhuskers would beat SJSU
by 15 points.
-We accomplished what we
were supposed to in both these
meets and that was to win,"
Ilullard said. At this time last
,eason, his spikers had a 0-5

Abb.

1

4irs’

dual meet recOrd.

Bob Done,,

You’re out

Catcher BILL HIEGEL, (20), blocks home plate against a
UC-Santa Barbara runner saving the Spartans a needed
run. The varsity resumes action tonight against the UC
Bears at Municipal Stadium.

Spartans, Gingrich
stop Broncos, 5-1
By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
It was fell Gingrich night at
Municipal Stadium last night.
The super sophomore hurled
an impressive three hitter
against the powerful bats of
the visiting Santa Clara Broncos and drove in what proved
to be the winning ’run as the
Spartans del eated SCI.J. 5-1.
the win was number four
tor Gingrich against three
defeats. the loss was tacked
onto Bronco ace Fred Stewart.
his first against live victories.
It wasn’t toy best game ol
the year,- the beaming
Gingrich said alter the game,
but it surely was the most
satisfying. It was Gingrich who hurled
20 innings against Long Beach
State University only to have
the game end. tied 1-1. It was
also Gingrich who shutout
Pac-8 power Stanford fur nine
innings only to lose it in the
10th, 1-0.
But last night. Gingrich and
the Spartans had no thoughts
ot a tie or loss.
With the score tied 1- 1, SI SU
went to work on the Broncos in
the sixth inning.
Mark Carroll, who drove in
the first run with a clutch two
out single in the first, bunted
his way on to start the sixth.
Oscar Hopper, attempting to
to second,
sacrifice him
popped to lirst baseman Rich
Kehrig and it looked as it
another Spartan threat would
be wasted. But not this time.
Rob Brassea cracked a hitand-run triple to the deepest
corner ol right center, scoring
Carroll. Bill Hiegel grounded
to shortstop and Brasses held
at third for the second out.
It is here that Santa Clara
made the percentage move at
all teams would do. And the
law of averages laded.
l’om Elliott was intentionally walked to get at.
Gingrich, the number nine

Soccer
kicks off
tomorrow
With the nucleus of what
could turn out to be the best
soccer team ever, SIMI opens
its spring soccer season
against Stanford tomorrow at
8 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
Coach Julie Menendez. with
several outstanding additions
coming in the fall. figures his
squad can top the 15-2-1 mark
compiled last fell. Heading the
cast of talented hooters are
All-Americans ’Cony Stilfle
and Jim Zylker, plus all conference. Joe Giovacchini.
Stanford is the first on ii
schedule of lour exhibition
contests, that includes the
SIMI Alumni, either the
Portuguese A.S. or the British American Club, and a rematch
with the Cards in Palo Alto.
Six redshirts figure to add
strength to the team that lost
nine players. AII-1.eage goalie
Gary St. Clair and 1971 junior
varsity MVP Ed Pitney
highlight this group.
Admission is free to SJSU
students. A preliminary
contest starts at 6 p.m. with a
special match at halftime.

hitter.
Running the count to two
and two. Gingrich lined a
single to center, scoring
Brassea and giving the
Spartans a 3-1 lead.
Rick Pitney then doubled to
right. scoring Elliott with the
tourth run.
l’hat was plenty lor
Gingrich as it turned out.
"II was a great game..- coach
Gene Menges of the Spartans
repeated to his players alter
the game. "Beating these guys
makes the entire season."
the Spartans, as a team,
seemed more determined than
ever to whip the Broncos.
Santa Clara defeated SISII 7-1
in its only other meeting this
season. The Spartans were
lackluster in that game. Last
night, they were anything but.
First baseman Elliott raced
alter a pup tly foul down the
right held line that appeared
be

beaded

mil

til

play.

II

was. But Elliott crashed headon into the right field barrier
anyway, never yielding to the
thought that the ball was not
playable.
It was that sort of baseball
that the Spartans played last
night.
the eighth inning almost
ended in disaster for the
Spartans. With two on and one
out, Gingrich was struck in the
head with a pitched ball
thrown by Bronco reliever
Walt Kaczmarek.
"II just gazed the helmet,"
said Gingrich. "It scared me a
lot more than it hurt."
Pitney lollowed with a
medium fly to right. scoring
Hiegel with the lilth and linal
run of the game.
tonight.
the Spa ri a ns
entertain
UC-Berkelh.
at
Municipal Stadium.. ..t
time is again 7:30 and he
contest will be broadcast on
KSIS-FM 190.71

Cunningham,Hinkley
victors for varsity
Proving that when they are
good, they are very, very good,
relievers
the
Spartan
brightened an otherwise dismal Easter vacation with back
to back winning pitching eltorts against Humboldt State
University.
The two victories offset
loses by sophomore left
Gingrich (5-2 to Stanford) and
junior Randy Zylker (6-3 to
Humbolt Stale University)
and moved the Spartan
varsity’s record to 20-12-1
going into last night’s game
Santa
Clara
against
University.
’rhe relivers, Steve Hinkley
and Tim Cunningham. each
stopped
the
Lumberjacks
Saturday afternoon in the
doubleheader at PAL field.
The baseball varsity won 10-0
and 9-2.
The Spartans bombed two
Lumberjack hurlers for 12 hits
in first game while Hinkley
breezed through the line-up,
limiting the visitors to just
three hits.
The 6 -font -2 junior did not
,illow a hit until the fifth inning. The Spartans were
already ahead. 4-0.
Jim Johnston, Dan Mays,
Mark Carroll and Torn Elliott
each cracked two hits in the
game, while centerlielder Rick
Pitney homered and singled
twice, driving in three runs.
The second game was much
the same.
Cunningham. two weeks

Stanford,
by
shelled
started his first game as a
Spartan and responded with
his strongest effort of the year.
’Couched for a first inning
home run by Lumberjack
shortstop Darrell Grytness,
Cunningham settled down to
win his second game against a
single loss.
turned- first Catcherbaseman Bill Hiegel came
within one RBI of tying the
school record in the contest.
Hiegel smacked a two run
single in the first inning and a
three -run home run in the
second for his five RBI’s. lie
was walked his third time up
and grounded out the last tinee
in the seven inning contest.
Zylker held the Lumberjacks to live hits Friday night
but the visitors were able to
take full advantage of them in
scoring their six runs. The
Spartans had nine hits.
Stanford,
thr
Against
varsity ran into a sparkling
seven inning one-hitter by the
Cardinals Bob Arthur. SIMI
scored its only runs in the
eighth off reliever Dave Frost.
ago

114.4y
S1SU
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PSA gives you a lift.

iirst annual
frisbee fling
tomorrow
Beautiful spring weather
that has covered the Bay Area
of late invariably brings out
two things.
Hay fever and frisbee
flippers.
The answer for the hay fever
sufferers, Sine-Off; for frisbee
flippers, sign up.
Tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. the
First Annual San Jose State
University Frisbee Fling will
be held on the grass of the
ROTC field at 7th and San
Carlos streets.
Interested persons should
register in the Students Activities Office west of the
Student Union.
To be eligible, an entrant
must have a valid SJSU
student body card and supply his own frisbee.
There are four events
scheduled for frisbee flipping
participants. Distance, distance with accuracy, accuracy
around a pole to a target, and
throwing a frisbee and having
it return to the throwee.
Due to the expertise that
some veteran frisbee flingers
have acquired, entrants will
be limited to participation in
two of the four events.
addition to the
In
competition, a barbeque will
be held at 4:30 at the 7t h Street
pits. Prizes for the frisbee
winners will be presented at
the barbeque. Fifty cents will
be charged for the barbeque.
A.S. president Dennis King
will throw out the first frisbee
to begin the festivities.

Woods has said he wanted to
meet Feurbach on his home
throwing grounds, so this
should give us a chance to
highlight this event, which
could be the most competitive
of the day."

Ken Kirschenindli May be
the Spartan’s best shut putter.
sporting a 58-9 toss, but he
will have to lake the back seat
to Olympian’s Al Feurbach
170-7 121 and George Woods
170-1 1/21 during the annual
San Jose Invitational May 5th
at Bud Winter Field.
"Feurbach and Woods are
the only two 70-footers in the
amateur world today," said
San fuse State University
track coach and meet coordinator Ernie Bullard.

Tickets for the event can be
purchased at the SISU
Business Office or the Athletic
Department office. Reserve
tickets cost $5, while the
general public must pay $3
and $ 1.50 tor all students.
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10%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
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the absences of the 1011
half-miler Glenn Harmatz,
polevaullers Frank Rock and
Russ Royal and long iumper
Louie Wright accounted for the
majority of the opposing
teams points.

Bullard kept his inured men
out to heal for their meet this
Saturday against the
University of Washington at
the falsities held in :mettle.
Our team as well aware of
what they have to do to
prepare this week," Bullard
said. "I’m sure everyone’ will
be up and doing his best to
help us remain undefeated."

SUMMER’ 73
CHARTERS!!

(43 DAYS)

You vi,

20.9 clockings an the 100 and
220 yard dashes. counted in
the meet tabulation.
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This face can
you
a lift.
BARBARA EDELL/2444871
Need a lilt? PSA makes it
easy with over 180 daily flights
oonnecting Northern and
Southern California. Your PSA
campus rep makes it even
easier Get together

Stridden loses in 100
In the featured race of the
day, the Spartan’s ace sprinter
Vince Breddell was nipped at
the tape in the 100-yard dash
by tars Carl Lawson in 9.3.
Before the race. Breddell
had the fastest time for any
collegiate runner for the 100 at
9.4 and against Nebraska he
ran a wind -aided Clocking of
9.3.
"This has to be one of the
best races I’ve ever run," said
Lawson. a member of the 1972
Jamician Olympic team. "I got

11 Slurs combined to points.
Picking up thirds were teammates Rich Comber 156-10 4,
in the discus and Dave
Gherardi 50-2 in the shot.
the "Freshman Flash" from
Garden Grove High School.
Mark Schilling galloped past
ISU’s John Brooks in the last
220 yards as Brooks vainly
attempted to stay with the
sprinting Schilling, only to fall
behind to his 4:12.9 finish in
the mile.
In the five races which he
has run this season, Schilling
has yet to be defeated. He is
the only SISU trackman, in addition to half-miler Glen
Harmatz. who can boast that
claim.
’Cornhuskers tough’
Bullard felt Nebraska was
the toughest of the two teams
the Spartans faced during the
Easter break.
"II wasn’t until we got key
wins in the mile, high hurdles
and 100 that we knew we had a
chance to beat them," Bullard
said. "I had predicted earlier
they would beat us by 15
points going by their life-time
best."
Schilling once again won the
mile in 4:16.1 by clocking a :55
gun lap to overtake the
Cornhusker’s Jim Hawkins in
the final stretch.
Rhoades gets spear victory
Red-haired javelin thrower
Rick Rhoades fired the spear
downfield to a 233-6 victory,
and a life-time best with the
wind blowing to his disadvantage. Hui throw pushed
him to the top of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
list, over 12 inches better than
David Poure of UC-Santa
Barbara.
"Spartan
firebird,
The
Breddell biased to two spectacular times but neither
counted officially since the
win was blowing over 10
m.p.h. However, the 9.:1 ml

oft to a good start and grabbed
a very small lead during the
middle of the race to help carry
me through."
However. Breddell who had
run eight races in seven days.
gm his form back with a 20.9 to
beat Lawson with a 21.0 clocking in the 220-yard dash.
Breddell said he is looking
forward to a rematch with
Lawson in the SJSU Invitatinnal, May 5, at Bud
Winter held.
Hurdler place one-two
Milt Whitley, the Spill 120 high hurdle specialist had his
best race of the season, as he
zipped toe 13,8 clocking in the
event, but was clipped at the
tape by teammate Greg Tinnin.
The 13.8 was a lifetime best
for Tinnin, who once again
doubled with a victory in the
high jump. clearing 6-105, He
barely missed on his second
try at 7-0 1/..
Freshman Rudi Krause had
his all-time best of 14:25.8 to
win the tree-mile run and beat
his nearest opponent by over
23 seconds.
"Rudi did an extremely good
lob." Bullard said. "He came
off the injured list to post his
best race ever. We expect a lot
out of him the next few years."
To bring some life into the
meet, Bullard entered two
teams in the mile relay. The
lour regular team members
were split up with a high
jumper. miler and two hurdle
men added to complete the
teams. Even though neither
squad won, the team of James
Bender, Bill Crawford, Mark
Schilling and Dennis Maas
came within Seven Seconds
from burst place.
Spartan gets double win
Ken Kirschenman recorded
his third double victory of the
season in the weight events, as
he heaved the iron shot 53-9
and it,. spun the discus 171-

3 OAK BRIJ
26 BRU OAK

C.A.B. REGULATIONS PERMIT UP TO 5’ ; OF EACH
CHARTER FLIGHT TO BE BOOKED ON A ONE WAY
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL. WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET SAN JOSE CALIF

Phone 287-2070
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Entertainment
Changes discussed

Backstage with Mac

English rock fills gym
By MARK HEILMAN
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
II there had been an earthquake in the making for San
Jose on the night of April 11, it
would have been triggered
sometime between 8 and 11
p.m.
And the men’s gym at San
low State University would
have been the epicenter.
It was there and then that
two of the most deafening rock
bands this side of Winterland
appeared for a sell-out
concert.
Fleetwood Mac was the
group everyone came to see
but Tempest initiated the
show and foreshadowed the
evening with an ample supply
of loud, loud music. Between
the two bands enough
explosive power was
generated to launch a minor
military offensive.
In the evening’s first
performance. drummer ion
Hiseman held the beat for his
band from the rear of the stage
until time for his solo. Then he
ripped into a wild exhibition
of drumming that should have
been recorded for posterity.
Blending one beat into
another and another, Hiseman
showed more than the practical skill expected of a
rock drummer. He displayed a
sensitive touch with his sticks
and a knack for developing
off-beat rhythms.
Toward the end of his solo,
he acrobatically juggled his
slicks and performed tricks

that seemed to belong in a
circus side show.
After the climatic solo,
Hiseman slumped over his
drums from sheer exhaustion.
It looked as though he had
broken himself through
perseverance. But he regained
enough strength to accept the
well deserved applause and
one
through
skipped
remaining number.
As a group. ’tempest is
mediocre because they can
only offer a barrage of sounds.
The only member who stands
out is the one who does his
work sitting down-Hiseman.
It took Fleetwood Mac to
really bring the crowd around.
-rhey blitzed right into a rock
’n blues show that was part
English mid-130s and pail
American pee -50s.
While Mac’s music wasn’t as
pure or honest as that coming
from those two past eras, it
was enough to throw fire into
the night.
The audience bobbed and
lurched to such familiar
rockers as "Green Manarishi,"
"Oh Well." and "Rattlesnake
Shake." A touch of the new
was added with two numbers
from their "Penguin" album.
"Road
and
"Nightwatch"
Runner."
The early songs came close
to the near-perfect production
sounds of their albums but by
the third or fourth song the
band started cutting up.
Rangy Mic Fleetwood approached the front mike with

congo under arm and stomped
around like a tribal chieften;
singer Dave Walker dropped a
lousy joke and when the crowd
yawned him down he flipped
them off and stalked back to
his beer: double neck guitarist
Bob Welch mouthed his lyrics
with an anguished expression.
In fact, they threatened to
turn the concert into a charade
of antics but stopped just shy
of it. Nothing was shy about
their music though. John
McVie thumbed a very funky
bass and held up the bottom
music quite well.
Walker heaved his abrassive voice further than his
slight build would suggest.
but at limes he was muffled by
ii’ii

system

The focal point of the group
was lead guitarist Bob Watson. He prodded his
instrument with artistic care
and released notes with a
sweet/sour twang.

Backstage after the concert,
Fleetwood Mac relaxed with
imported beer and bilked with
members UI the press from
SJSU. Foothill College and San
Jose City College.
Lead singer Dave Walker
commented on the changes the
English band has gone through
recently. "I think the main
difference between the band
today and two years ago is
that it is louder and heavier
now." he said. Walker joined
the group for the latest album

Apparently the band was
well aware of their talent.
and
vanity
Their
exhibitionism was a big part
of their show.
The crowd didn’t seem to
mind though. After demanding a first encore, two more
were called I or and Fleetwood
Mac responded to them both.
They put the night to bed
with "Twist and Shout." an old
Beatles tune, and let the
audience leave to heal their
ruptured eardrums.

Stern, Ozawa in
concert Saturday
Master 1, iiiIioisl

Sculpture
workshop
in Palo Alto
Harry Powers, Professor of
sculpture at San lose State
University, will conduct a lecture
and demonstration
workshop
entitled
"Inner
Dimensions of Modern Art or
Looking through Contemporary Sculpture" at the Palo
Alto Cultural Center.
The lecture covers the full
scope of contemporary
sculpture and will be held
Tuesday, April 24 at 7:30 p.m.
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listening to, all concerts gel a
little boring after a while. and
I think slide helps break that
up a little," he added.
Mic Fleetwood agreed, adding that he often adds congas
to his drum background to
help break up "monotony of
sound."
One reporter asked
Fleetwood why he doesn’t do
drum solos, such as the one by
Jon Hiseman of Tempest at the
SISU concert. "I can’t do one.
he laughed. I’m just not that
good," he said.

PACK -UP & SKIP TOWN THIS SUMMER

saar Stern

will perform Saturday with
the San Francisco Symphony
at De Anza College’s Flint
Center.
’rickets can be obtained at
the Flint Center Box Office or
the San lose Box Office for the
evening performance.

bad limes." he said.
Organist Christine Perfect
ot Chi ckenShack was recruited
shortly
after
Spencer’s
departure. "Jeremy left to
devote his time to his religion,
but I don’t think that’s his
whole life now." she said. Mrs.
McVie is married to bassist
John McVie, oneof the original
members of Fleetwood
She talked about the new
album "Penguin," released
about two weeks ago. "I sing
three songs on it, but I think it
shows off everyone pretty
well," she said. "I really think
our new members have helped
us get on our feet," Chris
McVie added. "We’ve been on
the road since February and
they have been working out
great."
Another new member is lead
guitarist Bob Weston, whose
latest interest is playing slide
guitar. "I started playing slide
about two years ago. but I like
to use it in concert now
because it adds a different
color to our music," he said.
"No matter who you’re

"Penguin," partially because
he was needed for the concert
tour to sing the group’s wellknown sings.
"But the past is over now."
Walker added. "and I think the
band has come together despite the internal difficulties."
These include the loss of
guitarist Pet er Green and more
recently the departure of his
replacement Jeremy Spencer,
who left the group two years
ago "to devote his time to the
Children of God," according to
drummer Mic Fleetwood.
Fleetwood claims he is not
the leader of the group "even
though it has my name on it."
"Peter Green and I took the
name Fleetwood Mac about
seven years ago when we were
playing backup for John
said.
Fleetwood
Mayall."
"When we decided to form our
own group, the name stuck."
"When Pete left we looked
around and found Jeremy
Spencer. who had played with
us about two years, Fleetwood explained. "I think
now we’ve made up for all the

By IEE DICKASON

Bob Welch Mic Fleetwood and Bob Watson, the nucleus of Fleetwood Mac
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B LUE RIDGE RANGERS
RICH OVERSTREET
Upper Diviaon AS Council
University Students Party IUSP)
Working together for you
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1916
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
Vita C. Vita E. Calcium. etc
L. etc
Horne Cleaners lassie
Beauty Aids (Proteini zed Shirripoo, MC.)
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3865
LOVE YOUR 5055
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Ouotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are smote
Every distributor ries different goats &
different approaches The lam that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in Our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures voili
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comoerisons
We will ask you to do. little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
48650 5th 2
297.3866
GUYS AND GALSI
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic -tectiniSmall
for beginning dancers
Oita
Beverly
clesses-inthvidual Mention
Eutrezis Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help cell me Spartan
Deity afternoons_ after 2 pm 277-3191
00 YOU like A S programs nine on cern.
pus’ if not don t Bitch apply for the
program board Apply in tne A S office
FREE MOVING BOXES & WOOD
PALMS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & Wone Making
1040 N 4th
SINGLE
ADULTS-NEED
FRIENDS,
Fellowship & Bible study Sundays Dam at
the Bd-O-Sweden Restaurant. 1310
Amtrak; near Sears off Meridian
SPROUT SANDWICHES from 356-65e
Jinseni tea, not or cold NATURAL FOOD
STORE. 126 E Seri Salvador St
HILP REFORM MARIJUANA LAWS
Lets plan another initiative, April 12 T hut
7 PM & Apr 15 Sun 3 PM Barracks ell
behond Morris Daily Auditorium For into
288-6628

124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, 69, 5 Weed
Excellent condition, good tires. 73 legs
Call 294-7386. Ask 51.495. Make offer ’67
TSUN Good shape Reliable $600
Call Rds 275-9018
’67 OPEL WAGON clot. cond engine like
new Complete tape set-up
ALSO’69 YAMAHA 350 cc like new. $346. Call
Yemen 289-9362215 S 12th St. *4.

srso.

1966 VW station wagon & 111711YW SIM.
Both excellent condition Best offer Call
256-1134
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Refused
UP TO 25% DISCOUNT FOR 3.0 (SPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payments callable
948-0223 days 241-8873 eves

FOR SALE
TO GOOD HOME: Collie-Shop mix. 9
months old $10 Call 379-3681 Eves
GUITARS & AMPLIFIERSH
ACOUSTIC 5 ELECTRIC -new & used
All at discount prices
Gutter showcase
25105 Beacom 377-5884
S LACKLIT.E POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
1506 UP INCENSE 25-294, PIPES 51 00
& UP, RADIOS $395 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP.
&AMITE, COMPLETE. 10’ $11 95.4’
$2295 STROBE LIGHTS $t795. GAS
GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $I 96 & UP T-SHIRTS $2.00
EACH BROOKS SO E San Fernando, 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU UKE SOOKS. you’ll IMO
different used bookstore.
RECYCLE
Recent paperbacks at ‘nonce Best Sc-Fl
selection in Bay Arm Records, too. We
have the books yOU want & need & best
prices in town Yet webuy Stredebooks
& records RECYCLE 235 So. 15181.2656275
FAIU-LOUS panoramic view of city &
bay 3 br .2 be on almost ’,sac Tile AEK
*-0,9 Panelled lam rm wet Mr Tile entry air cond .ow cpt , drps .5011 water,
etc 540.950 Owner 272-0133
FOR SALE 1 2nd row Cori (inch Ticlort
Two Gentlemen of Varons" Sat Eve Apr
/5$ 50 Call Mee 2774116/, late pm. early
111
14 VOL Encyclopedia never used
AM-5 PM Weekdays Bill 294-9131

aso. 9

SAVE 111M AD’ Before you pun:heel
costly stereo equip retail chaos witie for
discount prices to SJS students on all
your needs) We guarantee the Merest
prices in the Bay Are. on such nominee
Sansui. Pioneer. learentz. Inc, Dual.
etc Cal us for weekly species tool 292.
5593 or 262-2028

MARIJUANA?
Help reform state laws Make your own
campus organization stronger Go to N
Calif. conference April 20 629 Cell 288-

SLUE RIDGE RANGERS

A MILIJON USED 11000111 paperbacks
I price). and megezines Neat old
bookstore, largest In Unfit Clara Valley
nosh Twice
since 1928 Woodruff &
Reed Books, 91 E San Fernando bfwn
2nd 53rd 10 30-5 30 10%off with mused

Upper Division AS Council
University Students Party (UST))
Working together for you

117 IS FT. IMILSOAT, dayselker, 4 M.P.
078 ligMs. leCkine. trader $1,160 Ph.
258-9172

11826.

nt

AUTOMOTIVE
PONTIAC ’Si TEMPEST 4 or A T.-FI &
PS, Excel Mach cond body mth Hight
dents, 65.000 mi leaving town, must sell
$1145 Call /32-9921
FOR SAIL Honda 260 Excellent 4200
92114413
IS PONT. LE MANS 3241, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes welter pump & timing gear
11660 277-6822 or 298-5863
I$VWRESUILTaIIOV4 NEW time Best
offer 29301157 or 277-34411

SHREDDED FOAM MUSSER
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Ph, 293404
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German, French. & Russian records and
books for sale Reasonable Cell 2573590
_
. 50 variety
THE LOST FLEA
shops-IMO S let St Ph 293-2323
Open Wed thru Sun 6.436 & 6-530
Free parking & admission Thousends of
useful items antiques II coilectablee
SOlES SOOTS -Head Standard 200Cm
vebindings $55 Leather buckle 000,16
sire I i-1110 ion campus) cell 2774233.

BIG SALE Mama Dawson, Bazaar 266
so Ili St near San Carlos Nekv & used
things, cable tables, barrels & candles

LOW

SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
2 & 3 Bedroom, 2 bath.pool, on st pk.
AEK, wood paneling-shag cpts. 470 S.
1 lth St Ph, 287-7590.

HELP WANTED
UNIVERSITY Students Party IUSPI A
positive direction!
TO GOOD HOME: Collie-Shep. mix. 9
Call 379-3681 Ems.
months old $I
SALES: New modern pet shop needs
aggressive pert and full ttme soles
People. You will besetting A.K.C. puppies
and pet supplies. Experience in direct
selling very help ful
Tropical fish
background also helpful Excellent commission program. Contact Rick or Jim at
274-1333
DIMONSTRATORS
RUBBERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND, DISTRICT MANAGER 4083564237
AGENTS. Earthy, natural Clothes from
California Men and women Good commission Send 250 for Dealers catalogue.
I he Earthworks P0 Box 8244, Long
Mech. CA 90808
SOCIAL DIRECTORS: SJ apt, complex
needs hostesses 10500w apartments and
organize pool parties Iweekends only)
Attractive. 21-25 Salary is free rent Call
275-8300 for interview
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
apt* & laundrette Must be capable of
mentenence work. 267-4900
NEED famtly name mailing Set from U.S.
PhOm books in SJSU library by
semester’s end 2653039 after 030.

HOUSING
LARGE 2 SORM APT, lull painted Brand
new couch W & 0 pd Summer tales
&violable ReM $155/rno Pang pets 01(
293-7796 Bel of this rno rem free
ONE LANG, DORM
APT. New shag
tops Water & garbage pd Meltable now
Call 293-7796 751 S 2nd St 04.
ATTRACTIVE, LAROK CORNER roorn
in quiet home Imo tor study RMlnil,
kitchen priv near campus Sena*
mature man $75/mo. 296-9164.
DELUXE PORN. apt for rent $130/mo 4
oms from campus Quiet Sae manager
Apt 53 165 E Reed St SJ
SAN PERNANO0 HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & meld service. color
T V. Kitchen env . tile Monfort perking
Center of ectivity 237 E San Fernando
$69 10 $89/mo 296-9504 or 293-6345
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apt’ turn $130 unturn 9120
Wei new carpets Quiet etrnosphere neer
the campue 365 5 4th St Call Be,, 26853920, John 3555706
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano. color T V.
recreation room, kit any maid & linens,
parking, courtyard Includes Continental
Breeklest From $79/rno 202 So 11th
293-7374
THREE II50900111 MOWS* Acmes
street from campus furnish or unfum
FsccItY willow Call 364-4393
SIN
Large *ludic,, imp study room
Heated pools. furn was/pets
belie from campus
secluded
297-1200

-1-i-2

apts Summer fetes
bdrmLARGE
9104120 Oalll, indrY famli.
CLEAN. 8395 9th St 295-704

IA’S
BOARDING
HOMO.
Rooms for Rent for girl students Clean.
Modern rooms aii furnished endow do
the laundry Breakfast lunch and dinner
included and transportation it needed
Call 251-8764
VERY QUIET APTS.
Lge. roome-1 Sr.turniMed,
lbw carpets Rmrestion room.
Swim pool. $130/mo
620 5 gth 51 San Jose, Calif.
2514017

_
EL DORADO APTS.
Huge 1 Bedroom Apt, see to appreciate
carpets, drapes, beautiful wallpaper in
kitchen. 5 min from campus. 293-3835

FREE, 1 r goldfish to any with 19. pond.
Also 24" gear.. Need 20 gal. tank. Call
923-5186 Sat. 9-5. & M-W-F- 94.

SMISIMENCBD THESIS TYPIST
Master’s ’ Report. ’ Dissertations
Marianne Temberg - 1924 HarrIll
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

EIRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bey Area rates 508 includes
gold & white album. 60 color prints of
your choice, lull set of slides SNIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
color 8 X 10’5 51 25 each Staff of 20
Photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
tiridai Packet call 257-3181

FREE RENT. One months Free Rant to
students with 6 months rental egreernent
Minutes from cameo.. moult and family
section,, small pat& recreation facilities
2 bdrrn 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from 3195 furnished 3 Odra, apts also
availebte Willow Glen Weal Call 26E1474
3-4 Students Lge. 2 berm. hon. apt. AEK,
snag carpet, lndry. parktng. 6708. 10th
St
STUDIO-neat. cozy. Room w/kitch.. &
FURNISHED 1 bdrrn. 4 room apt P02921772 Ask for Joe
FURNISHED APTS.
230 E San Salvador St (across from
Duncan HalliSummer & Fall applications
now being taken Call 201-60213 or 2948758 Ask for J B or Mr Lee

TYPING In my North
reasonable
Satisfaction
263-2739

side

hOnle,

ausrantsee.

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS.
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED.
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 519-5364
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate. Can editMalan etc. Neer &MU Mr. Aelenian
21164104.

FROM $65/MO. New rooms across the
campus Kit pron. oat pd Men at 90 S
9th, women 275 8 10th St Many extras
that must be seen Open dilly for Inspection Call 2964514. 2964625 or 267
9686

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
late Destination Airl Ins Price
Lc Jo 0 Oak to Frankfurt ONA $279
Het July 4 Brussels to Oak DC-10
Ly Ju 1908k to Amsterdam ONA $27S
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak DC -10
1.0. July 5 Oak to London ONA $279
net Aug 8 Ainsterdarnto Oak DC -10
Lie. July 22 Oak to Frenkfun ONA $279
Rel. Aug 22 Zurich to Oak DC-10
IPlus many other 1110151 One way flights
8189 For NANA flight into contact
Richard 274.4813

ClassIfial Rates
Three
dens
225

Four
days

Fine Es, h all
days ’anal

SO

Two
days
200

2.40

2 30

35

4)1018

200

250

275

290

300

35

5 tines
Stings

210

300
350

325

310

3 SO

35

375

390

400

35

so

SO

h add,
bullet line
Add

50

SO

o,murn
LARGE 2 A 3 Bedroom Furnished Apt
modern, sir cond, clean 695 S 11th Call
275-1974

SO
nv,n. L ,nns

Announcements
Automotive
For Sale
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SPARTAN DAILY
Jc 207
CLASSIFIED
Print Your Ad Here:
’Count app.

37 Miters and sp.es fey each lino

P, ,n1 aldin

Olinne

Add,

)thi. Day

City

Check a Classification
O

TYPING
OD North 3,41 St . Apt 9623
287-4366

10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM S359 ROUND-TRip
CALL. FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
1916) 451-7906
1486 52nd 81. Sacramento. CA 95819

UNIVERSITY Students IUSP1 Working
together in a Positive Direction,

300

Before You
Move...

TRANSPORTATION

PERSONALS

$I

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED: Small Inexpensive house
trader Excellent condition Karen 294.1389

TYPING -Reasonable. ilmenenced and
fest IBM Selectric Call Helen 263-2739

lints

LOST: Tonted mod prescription glasses
REWARD-493-9121.

IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

GOD is one Men is one All religions are
one 3 reasons to investigate the SAHliel
F Ai r H Thor 8 pm Monate Rm
S U

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235 5. lents Clara Si. 2111-4496.

3

LOST:Giris allve, Waal watch. Neer
health bldg. Sentimental value. Reward
SS Call Dime 293-9898

BEV OF STOCKLMEIR.
How about dinner Saturday Apr 28/
SURVIVE,
Tim of Long Nib

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings
$25
Passports
$4
Commercial. Ad,, PR. Fashion B 5 W
Color 275-0598

One
day

SPECIAL DISCOUNTED JET FLIGHTS
with 60% savings o11 regular mere to
EUROPE -5 flights a week great connections to INDIA. AFRICA, THE ORIENT.
MIDDLE EAST at prices lower than you
nave ever seen in your lifetime. Cell 1415/
989-2288 or 391-9562 for brochures.

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

STU NNNNN I YOUR
OWN CASH FLOWS
Earn cash part time with your own Mail
Order business Easy two-hour. $2-Mell
Under Course provides instant ’knownow Free details, or save time send $2
plus CA sales tax F onune World, Dept 7.
don 4012. Foster City, CA 94404.

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Anelysts
14151 965-1158

TYPING -firm papers, etc xperlenced
and fast Phone 2150-8674
PAINS:NITS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 for 5350 One day service 8 m -3p m
Sall 5 am to noon
TINKERBEL
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda Si Cell 286
5582

FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare for
Inc CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Cell collect 415-791.4395.2518446

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Nature’s taking part In making our line of
Wedding invitations and Accessoriesthe
most creative and personalized ever
Colorful, flowery proclamations Rich
original nature-photography invitations
Even the creamy, classic treditionahs
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING he
a huge selection of truly original accessories and announcements to choose
from -with a very special gift offer to any
CSUSJ student with this ad
TOWNS COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S. Sareloge-Sunnyvel Rd.
Cupertino, Celli 95014
Phone 2511131

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights Intern/dooms! cell Campus Rep Francla Morales 286-1195.

LOST 8 FOUND
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Flossie and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights. including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11657 San Vicente Blvd ill LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 926-5860 828-0955

DONATE ON A REGULAR SLOOP
plasma program and receive up to
$40, monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER, 35
S Almaden Ave.. San JOile, CA 2944535.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY? to) Om

WRITING AND RESEARCH insistence.
Typing, editing (grad II under) Also
Everything for Ergo/body. 3794018

SERVICES
FREIE I 9" goldfish to any with Ig pond
Also 24" Oscars Need 20911 tank Call
923-5156 Set 9-5, & M-W -F- 9-2

POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped envelope Contempors,
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412. San Francisco 94104

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contrect.
Free del. Free service. Call Eschls 2512596.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share 3
odrm house with two others 1 blk from
campus Rent $6250, Call 287-1122

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative BM Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3 off with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 months to PBy Mtn FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Cell 2257262 for Information after 5,00 2084600
for reserationsor your local travel agent

SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room. Girls over 18
please call 298-23013 aft. 5.

TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-6444 AFTER!) 30
MARY EIRYNER

Selectric-Thesis
TYPING -ISM
repons, general typing letters etc
Remonable rates 263-6895

SUNNY STUDIO, nicely fumlehed berm,
convenient to SJSU $110. Also 1 bilrm,
5135 or 2 bdrrn 5151 Pool 999-2416 or
3214573.

18.30.

UNIVERSITY Students 1USP1 Working
together in a Positive Direction!

FOR RENT; 2 bedroom twinned
apartment, $150, 533 South 10th Street,
Call 272-0203,

$40 AND UP, nice comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown, klt priv , 293.3935.766
N 5th St.

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $367
inclusive London departures. Small,
international grodp terming travel Ages
Also Europe, Arnett, India 3-11
wks. Write. Whole Earth Travel. Ltd., Box
1497, K.C.. Mo. 64141,

Pinto, Oa
Ss, ics
Transporlefien

SEND CHILI( MONE Y OROS R OR
CASH 70
SPAR IAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE ST ATE
COLLEGE, CALIF
NNNNN

F

F

(Jodi in.
I au dery pi rot’ In publication
Canker utivI nullliu.fion deft% only
No refunds
C111.1 VIA .43.
PHONE 277 117$
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EVIDENCE

That demands a VE Orr
accepted Christ. With Christ I slowly
learned how to depend on Him and
cope with my problems.
The life of fulfillment, fellowship,
and sharing my faith that I lead now
couldn’t be possible without Jesus
Christ my Lord and Savior.

Rill usrrsri

7

me about Jesus Christ and how I
could know Him personally. I didn’t
really understand and was apprehensive. Later I saw in the lives of
other Christians the love, peace, and
reality of God because they had committed themselves to Jesus Christ. It
was then that I asked Christ into my
life.
I saw no sudden changes. I was still
allowing my own goals and studies to
take first place in my life. My school
work became more frustrating. I
finally asked God for His plan. The
Bible promises in Proverbs 16:3,
"Commit your works unto the Lord
and thy thoughts shall be established." He gave me the right major (Home Ec), freedom from worry,
His love, and the boldness to break
out of my shell and tell others about
Him without fearing what they
would think.

1111111 111111
Since 1960 I was living in a
natant period of depression. The
ast incident would upset me, and to
ake it worse, I couldn’t build a
lationship with anyone.
Suicide seemed to be the only
nswer. In 1964 I tried and failed.
our years went by, and once again I
mild no longer cope with my
roblems. So in 1968 I attempted
uicide again.
In April of 1972. I was invited to
hurch. As time went by one of the
embers asked me if I had accepted
hrist. I said no. So he explained how
could. I pretended to be interested,
ut as he continued. I saw he was
rious. He shared that he was
)ncerned and that he cared. This
.emed unusual coming from an
ghty-five year-old man! If Christ
uld make this old man care for me,
s old as he was, I felt there was a
asis for what he said. That day I

lust after I graduated from high
school, I saw two of my friends. who
seemed to be stable people enjoying
life, suffer emotional breakdowns. It
made me start to wonder. About this
time. I became frustrated with
school. I wasn’t satisfied with the
major I’d chosen and I didn’t enjoy
my classes. I was a bored freshman.
One day a girl came up to me as I
was sitting near the library and told

We take great joy in sharing with
you an experience that has changed
our lives and made us happier than
we ever dreamed we could be.
Carol and I met at Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory in Livermore
and worked together in the Art
Department as technical illustrators.
We were married the following year.
One thing Carol and I wanted was
to get away from all the people, noise,
and pollution. A quiet country life
was what we desired most, where
one could be at peace with the world.
We both were frustrated with the
daily work grind. We wanted happiness not in material things but an
inward peace. We couldn’t believe
that was all there was to life. Astrology was not the answer. We tried
it. We wanted to take a Bible as
Literature course but came to the con-

from work, I told Carol about it and
we rejoiced with a new happiness
together. Truly, our marriage was
horn again with Jesus Christ in it. We
have a greater capacity to love each
other now with Christ than before.
Jesus said, "If any man be in Christ he
is a new creature, old things have
passed away, behold, new things
have come."

Ciril Fitin

elusion that all you’d get would be
literature. Finally last summer I met
a fellow at work in an art department
who had some answers to our questions. This man was a Christian and I
knew it. However, I thought I was a
Christian, too. This was based upon
my own convictions and standards of
living a good life. I had never
attended a church regularly but just
considered myself a self-proclaimed
Christian, believing in God in my
own way.
This man and I discussed Biblical
questions. He told me how I, too.
could become a Christian by having a
personal relationship with God
through Jesus Christ. He said if it was
my desire, I could accept Jesus Christ
as my Lord and Savior by prayer. He
gave me a booklet and some material
to read. I shared this material with
my wife and she prayed and received
Christ as her Lord and Savior. I
remember that I read that booklet
several times but when I got to the
prayer, I just simply would pass it off
as too simple in disbelief. Something
kept nagging at me to do it, so finally I
invited Him into my life.
That evening when I came home

?esurrection . . Hoax or History V.

A personal and objectively
nowable God is relevant to us only
He has made Himself known in
me way.
The only man of reputation in all
story who has claimed to be this
solute revelation of God to man is
‘3US of Nazareth.
If the claims He made about
I’mself are false, we are reduced to
noosing the best human concept of
A. Whether this concept is agnosclam, Buddhism, Confucianism. or
hatever, it is nothing more than
iman speculation.
.No patronizing nonsense...

’A man who was merely man and
id the sort of things Jesus said
iuldn’t be a great moral teacher.
t’d either be a lunaticon a level
th the man who says he’s a
ached eggor else he’d be the
evil of Hell. You must make your
nice. Either this man was, and is,
le Son of God, or else a mad-man or
met hing worse. You can shut Him
for a fool, you can spit at and kill
m as a demon; or you can fall at His
i and call Him Lord and God. But
n’t let us come up with any
tronizing nonsense about His
mg a great human teacher. He
sn’t left that open to us."
esus Christ spoke as no man has
er spoken. "If you knew Me, you
aAdd know My Father also."2 "He
ho believes in Me does not believe
Me, but in Him who sent Me."3
e
Vhoever
receives Me is not
eiving Me, but Him who sent
e."4 "I am the way, and the truth
id the life; no one comes to the
it her, but through Me."5
Jesus Christ practiced what He
cached, "Jesus saw a man blind
am birth and said, ’While lam in the
rld. I am the light of the world.’
hen He had said this, He spat on the
oaind, and made clay of the spittle,
Ld applied the clay to his eyes, and
id to him, ’Go, wash in the pool of
ham.’ And so he went away and
shed, and came back seeing."8
I am the bread of life; he who
nes to Me shall not hunger, and he
in
believe; in Me shall never

thirst."7 A great multitude of people
had spent all day listening to Jesus.
Jesus asked, "Where are we to buy
bread, that these may eat?"8 His disciple answered, "There is a lad here,
who has five barley loaves, and two
fish; but what are these for so many
people?’ Jesus said, ’Have the people
sit down.’ Now there was much grass
in the place. So the men sat down, in
number about five thousand. Jesus
therefore took the lovaes; and having
given thanks, He distributed to those
who were seated; likewise also of the
fish as much as they wanted."9
"I am the resurrection and the life;
he who believes in Me shall live even
if he dies."10"lesus said, ’Remove the
stone.’ Martha, the sister of the
deceased, said to Him, ’Lord, by this
time there will be a stench; for he has
been dead four days.’ Jesus said to
her, ’Did I not say to you, If you
believe, you will see the glory of
God?’11 "And when He had said
these things, lie cried out with a loud
voice, ’Lazarus, come forth.’ He who
had died came forth, bound hand and
foot with wrappings; and his face
was wrapped with a cloth. Jesus said
to them, ’Unbind him, and let him
go.’12
" ’My Father is working until now,
and I myself am working.’ For this
cause therefore the Jews were
seeking all the more to kill Him,
because He not only was breaking the
Sabbath, but was also calling God
His own Father, making Himself
equal with God." 13
" ’I and the Father are one.’ The
Jews took up stones again to stone
Him. Jesus answered them, ’I showed
you many good works from the
Father; for which of them are you
stoning Me?’ The Jews answered
Him, ’For a good work we do not
stone You, but for blasphemy; and
because You, being a man. make
Yourself out to be God.’ "14
Jesus Christ was nailed to a cross
because He claimed to be the Son of
God. If His claims are false, Jesus
Christ was either a liar or a lunatic. If
His claims are true, Jesus Christ is
the most important person in your
life. Jesus said, "He who believes in

the Son has eternal life; but he who
does not obey the Son shall not see
life, but the wrath of God abides on
him."15
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to question wliii tie was crucified,
were vindicated. If Christ rose, we
know with certainty that God exist,
what He is like, and how we may
know Him in personal experience. In
addition, the entire universe takes on
meaning and purpose, and it is possible to experience God today.
However. if Christ did not rise
from the dead. Christianity is an
interesting museum piece - nothing
more. It has no objective validity and
reality. The martyrs who went
singing to the lions, and contemporary missionaries who have given
heir lives while taking this message
to others have been poor deluded
tools.
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But Jeans Christ died, didn’t He?
Yes, and three days later He rose
from the dead.
1) The Case for Christianity, C.S.
Lewis. 2) John 8:19. 3) John 12:44. 4)
Mark 9:37. 5) John 14:8.8) John 9:5-7.
7) John 6:35. 8) John 6:5. 9) John 6:911. 10) John 11:25. 11) John 11:39.40,
12) John 11:43, 44. 13) John 5:17, 18.
14) John 10:30-33, 15) John 3:36.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is
one of the most vicious, wicked,
heartless hoaxes that has ever been
foisted upon the minds of men, or it is
the most fantastic facts of history.
Christianity stands or falls on this
one point.
If He did rise from the dead, the
claims of Christ which were subject

The Great Escape
The attack on Christianity by its
enemies has most often centered on
the resurection, for they ton have
correctly seen this event to be the
crux of the matter. A remarkable attack was one contemplated in the
early thirties by a young British
lawyer. He decided to do the world a
favor by exposing once and for all
this fraud and superstition. As a
lawyer he felt he had the critical
faculties to rigidly sift data, and to
admit nothing as evidence which did
not meet the stiff criteria for admission into a court of law.
However, while doing his research,
a remarkable thing happened. The
case was not nearly as easy as he had
supposed. As a result, the first
chapter of his book is entitled, "The
Book That Refused to be Written." In
it he describes how, as he examined
the evidence, he became persuaded
against his will of the fact of the
bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ.
The book is entitled, Who Moved
the Stone? The author is Frank
Morrison.
Another extremely interesting
investigation was the one made bj,
Dr. Simon Greenleaf, one of the great
minds of our country who made
Harvard Law School famous. Fir
wrote the three volumes of the
of Legal Evidence. These win.,
good when he wrote them that II
are still used in courts of

I grew up in a family bound by love
and respect, but there was a vacuum
inside me that remained unfilled.
Backpacking among granite rimmed lakes and color-sprayed
meadows didn’t help. I tried to pray;
but questioning fears opened my
eyes, and creation struck me again.
Where did I fit in?

My relationships with other people
also lacked fulfillment. I thought God
was impressed by my good works, as
family and friends were. But I
couldn’t care for people as Jesus did.
Sometimes I didn’t want to care.
Sunday sermons warmed me. but
soon cooled and trickled away. l
wanted to know God, but was afraid
to let Him know me. How do I start?
While studying at C.S.U.S.)., two
strangers told me that Jesus Christ is
the bridge between God and man.
God’s gift in Christ is priceless; not
earned by works, but given through
faith. I asked Christ to fill me with
His love, forgiveness, and eternal
life.
In the past two and a half years, my
fears have turned into increased faith
in Christ. Christ is an immovable
foundation and merciful friend. The
Christian life does not exclude
problems; it merely includes the
solution.

Girls Mull

determine evidence and facts today.
lie was a skeptic who mocked Christians in his classes. They challenged
him to take his three volumes of the
Laws of Legal Evidence and apply
them to the resurrection of Jesus
Christ. After much persuasion he did
it; in the process he became a Christian. Later, he wrote a book that
comes to this conclusion: The
resurrection of Jesus Christ is one of
the most established facts of history.
If Christ did not rise from the dead
there are certain things which must
he explained away (110 in all).
Because of space we will mention
only one.
One must somehow
explain the empty tomb. The "swoon
theory" set forth by Hugh Schonfield
in The Passover Plot is probably the
most well-known attempted
explanation in recent years. Schonfield feels that Jesus never really died
on the cross, but only "swooned"; in
the cool of the tomb He revived and
appeared to His disciples who mistakenly thought He had risen from
the dead.
To take this position one would
need a remarkable amount of faith.
Jesus would have to have wiggled out
of the 120-pound encasement around
His body without disarranging this
at all, though still in a weakened condition roll back the stone from the entrance of the tomb - a feat which historians say would take several men,
step out of the sepulchre without
awakening any one of the 12-18
Roman soldiers (if we assume for
argument’s sake they were asleep the penalty for which was death),
step over the soldiers and escape.
One would also have to ignore the
deadly character of Jesus’ wounds,
the careful examination of
En
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experienced Roman executioners, the
blood and water which came forth
from His pierced side, a sure sign of
death, as well as the lack of human
help and the tomb sealed with the
authority of Rome.
It is also psychologically impossible. Hhw could one who crept
half-dead out of a tomb, needing bandaging, strengthening, and every
other care, someone who subsequently died in obscurity, have given the
impression that He was the Lord of
Life and conqueror over the grave’?
Such a resucitation could only have
weakened the impression which He
had made upon them both in life and
in death.
We invite you to examine the
evidence for yourself. It can stand
any amount of honest scrutiny, lor
the simply reason that it is the truth.
Jesus Christ is alive!
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BOOKLET AVAILABLE ON "EVIEENCE FOR 111E RESURRECTI.N’
AT TriE STUDENT Ltilal Lni,r"i, OR nA LED TO YOU AT YOUR :-IC.tE

Ej

PLEASE MAIL f THE

FREE BOOKLET*

0 CARE TO DISCUSS ARTICLE FURTI-ER

EXPRESS YOUR OPINICfl
RAPE_

PHCNE___

ADDFESS

EVICUCE
AVAILABLE :Cv.

,7.6 A VERDICT, By

JOSH riCDOWELL, IS

POOKSTOPE.
toad to: t;ampas Crusade for Christ,
1854 Aberdeen CI., San June. CA.
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